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The Homelessness Information Exchange is a national nonprofit
information service on homelessness, offering summaries of model
programs, research funding sources and technical advisors.

The Homelessness Information Exchange emphasizes the need to
address homelessness within the context of community development
by providing incormation on a continuum of solutions including
emergency shelters, support services, transitional and permanent
housing and preventive strategies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Development of a comprehensive plan to address homelessness
requires the concerted efforts of people with experience and
expertise in homelessness and related issues. Information must
be available on the reasons for homelessness, the needs of
homeless people and the kinds of services or projects that can
alleviate the underlying problems. Comprehensive plans should be
designed to address both service needs and structural problems
along a continuum consisting of emergency services, transitional
housing, permanent housing, and prevention.

Important components of a comprehensive strategy include:

1) Task Forces; 2) Assessment Studies; 3) Emergency
Services; 4) Transitional Housing and Supportive Services;
5) Permanent Housing; 6) Prevention.

The following presentation describes these elements and provides
examples of implementation through model programs and policies in
cities throughout the country.



II. TASK FORCES

Public/private task forces have been the focal point for action
related to homelessness in a number of cities. In addition to
city agencies, shelter providers, and advocacy groups,
participants may include local housing authorities, universities,
churches/other religious organizations, corporations,
foundations, realtors, hospicals/health clinics, private industry
councils, and homeless people. These groups have been formed to
meet a variety of purposes, such as:

assessing the needs of homeless people and the ability of
existing services to meet those needs;

coorlinating services and prioritizing needs to promote
effective service delivery and best use of available
resources;

developing comprehensive plans leading to longterm
stabilization and selfsufficiency for homeless people;

drawing expertise from all sectors of thecommuaity,
including health, mental health, education, housing and
community development professionals, charitable
organizations, businesses, shelter providers and advocates;

providing technical assistance to service providers;

fostering good working relationships between sectors with
diverse perspective and purposes;

creating a forum for discussion of policy and program
alternatives and new Initiatives.

Examples

Atlanta (Enclosure #1)

The Homeless Task Force in Atlanta initiated the opening of a day
shelter for homeless children in 1984, utilizing city, federal
and private funds. They are now concentrating on preventive
measures such as eviction protection and preservation of
lowincome housing. They recently raised private funds to hire a
contractor to renovate public housing units for honeless
families.

Milwaukee (Enclosure #2)

The Milwaukee Task Force on Emergency Shelter and Relocation
Services has established a 24hour emergency shelter hot line
whicn operates as a central referral point for people requesting

2



II. Task Forces (continued)

shelter. The centralized intake system enables collection of
demographic and other information on homeless people which can be
used to plan services and to bring about a more complete
understanding of homelessness. Other activities of the Task
Force include operating a security deposit fund to assist
homeless families to relocate to permanent hoasing and providing
transitional housing to families in five HUDforeclosed duplexes.

St. Louis

In St. Louis, a strong public/private partnership was the city's
response to a righttoshelter suit brought by advocates. The
Homeless Services Network, composed of more than 50 groups
throughout the city, has been recognized by the Ford Foundation
for its comprehensive communitywide approach. In addition to a
central referral system similar to Milwaukee's, the Network has
initiated employment and housing counseling and placement
programs, transportation services and outreach services. The
city points out that the relationships formed through the Network
have enabled them to resolve differences and have also saved the
city money.

St. Paul

The Human Development Action Coalition, a public/private forum
initiated in St. Paul, was established to develop longterm
approaches to alleviating the root causes of homelessness and to
negotiate the appropriate roles of various sectors of the
community in carrying out their objectives. The Coalition has

' made 75 recommendations for emergency, transitional and longterm
efforts to bring about stabilization for homeless people and
prevent circumstances which lead to homelessness.
Recommendations have been addressed to various levels of
government, private forprofit groups and nonprofit and religious
organizations. The Coalition will also develop a strategy for
the implementation of their proposal, which will then be
monitored and evaluated for its effectiveness.

Th, benefits of public/private cooperation and collaboration are
immeasurable. The consolidation of resources and opportunity for
dialogue created by task forces have provided focus and direction
for cities' approaches to confronting homelessness.

3



III. ASSESSMENT STUDIES

Local assessment studies have been undertaken in many
metropolitan areas to enable greater understanding of
homelessness and provide a basis for planning services. Surveys
are typically addressed to local shelters or other service
agencies, advocacy groups, homeless people, religious
organizations, hospitals/health clinics, and/or public
officials. Examples of a general shelter survey form and an
assessment of employment services are enclosed (Enc. 3 and 4).
Assessments may reveal information on:

number of homeless people;

demographic characteristics of homeless people;

causes of homelessness;

needs of homeless people;

available resources and services;

gaps in services;

needs of service providers;

comparative costs of alternative services;

barriers to providing services.

Lccal studies have shown that homelessness encompasses a diverse
group of people, including single and twoparent families as well
as single men and women, with a variety of problems and needs.
The major causes of homelessness have been identified as a
shortage of lowincome housing, insufficient wages or public
benefits, deinstitutionalization, unemployment, and personal
crises. Since causes of homelessness, needed services and
available resources vary for each subpopulation of homeless
people, separate assessments and strategies should be designed to
meet their respective needs. Assessments may be dons as an
aggregate study or independently for specific populations or
programs.

Information gained from an assessment can also be instrumental in
addressing community opposition to shelters or lowincome
housing, stereotypes of homeless people, and concerns about
costefficiency of services. This type of public education about
homelessness and the city's proposed responses is vital in
gaining support for investment of public funds and other
resources.

4
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III. Assessment Studies (continued)

Example

Seattle Recommendations fot Employment Initiatives (Enclosure #4)

Utilizing funds from the Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA) and
the city's Department of Human Resources, the Seattle Employment
Coalition conducted a study on the employment needs of Seattle's
homeless, the extent to which these needs are being met, and the
types of initiatives which are needed to improve employment
services. The study concluded that:

many homeless individuals are not potential candidates for
employment transition and, thus, measures should be taken to
ensure that adequate income support, emergency services, and
lowincome housing are available to these individuals;

it is necessary to assess the employability of shelter
clients and assist employable individuals in transitioning
to employment;

homeless peOple need information and referral services to
gain access to employment programs funded through JTPA and
Community Development Block Grants;

expansion and increased funding of existing employment
programs targeted to youth, women, and minorities is needed;

individuals recovering from alcoholism need employment
programs linked with case management, income support and
transitional housing.

The study also identifies elements of successful employment
programs. Those that are most effective incorporate client
assessment and screening with a structured program designed to
progressively move the client to full employment. These programs
also offer comprehensive support services and are structured to
meet individual needs. Participants of employment programs
experience greatest success if they are committed to making a
significant change in their lives.

5



IV. EMERGENCY SERVICES

The necessity of emergency services has compelled mway cities to
direct resources into the development of shelters aad other
services to support and expand upon initiatives of the private
nonprofit sector. As part of a comprehensive plan, emergency
assistance should be viewed as a temporary intervention, designed
to address the symptoms of homelessness. Institutionalization of
shelters can be avoided by planning for their reduction over time
while providing long-term alternatives. Creation of new
government departments or offices, other than coordinating
mechanisms, is not recommended.

Important goals for a city's emergency service system are to
provide for the immediate needs for shelter, food and medical
care; ensure that assistance is available to all who need it;
establish a decent standard of quality for services; maintain
cost-effectiveness; and avoid the institutionalization of
emergency programs. While funding is the most obvious
contribution to be made by local government, other public
activities undertaken to address the need for emergency services
include:

- coordination of services in the public and private
sectors, e.g., by establishing a central referral system or
educating nonprofit providers on the availability and
accessibility of government resources;

- making available unused city property or equipment;

- providing technical assistance to service providers;

- simplifying or revising zoning requirements for shelters
to assist efforts to open shelters;

- establishing standard shelter requirements or guidelines
for city-funded facilities;

- utilizing existing funding sources in innovative ways;

- leadership in encouraging private sector involvement,
e.g., through education, Tab:ac relations, or matching
grants.

6
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IV. Emergency Services (conti. led)

Examples

Vacant/Underutilized City Properties

City properties are a potential resource for developing both
emergency shelters and longer term housing. This is a
particularly important resource as private real estate values
continue to increase, forcing out lowincome individuals and
groups. Frequently such properties are leased to the sponsoring
organization for a nominal fee so that the city retains the
property for future use, if needs change in the community. Some
examples of this include:

The city of Boston has provided eight parcels of
cityowned property, valued at about $1.5 million, to
private nonprofit groups for emergency shelters,
transitional, housing and lodging houses. This contribution
enabled the sponsoring organizations to leverage an
additional $2.6 million from the private sector and state
government;

A rather unique adaptive reuse of city property involved
the conversion of an old firehouse into a shelter in the
city of Birmingham, Alabama. This project was administered
by the Public Housing Authority, which is actively involved
in the local task force on homelessness.

In some communities, shelters are housed with day care centers,
Head Start, senior citizens activities or other programs.
Combined resources from these distinct programs may then be
sufficient to meet the lease or purchase price of a building.
Placing complementary services within a single facility also
allows for convenience in delivery and access of services.

Los Angeles Shelter Ordinances (Enclosure #5)

The City of Los Angeles has revised the city code to eliminate
obstacles to shelter siting. Two special ordinances were created
to:

define shelter for the homeless and shelter providers;

establish standards for shelter certification and
operation;

limit the size of a shelter to 30 beds and the length of
stay to six months;

allow shelters to be established by right in highdensity
residential and commercial zones;

7
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IV. Emergency Services (continued)

- expedite permit process for shelters in medium-density
residential and manufacturing zones by limiting the length
of the city review period and reducing fees for application.

The Shelter Ordinances were developed through the cooperative
efforts of several city departments and Shelter Partnership, a
nonprofit technical assistance organization. They were designed
to balance the concern for preserving the existing character of
neighborhoods with the concern for preventing homeless shelters
from being forced into industrial areas of the city.

Chicago Warming Centers

The City of Chicago, its cooperation with the Interfaith Council
for the Homeless, has designated certain buildings throughout the
city to be used as shelters whenever the temperature drops below
32 degrees. Most of these facilities, known as warming centers,
are church properties which are not otherwise licensed as
shelters. Suspending some of the shelter code requirements for
these facilities has enabled the city to temporarily expand their
capacity to provide emergency shelter or severely cold nights.

Cincinnati Shelter Requirements (Enclosure #6)

A committee of public agencies and private organizations in
Cincinnati has developed a set of requirements for city-funded
shelters which pertain to facility conditions, types of services
to be provided and operating procedures. The intended purposes
of the requirements are to provide the city with a tool for
monitoring the shelters it funds and to support those which are
safe, humane, and meet the needs of homeless people. Essential
requirements include items such as nonprofit status, specified
staff-to-client ratios, sound fiscal practices, written policies
for intake, and fire safety plans. Requirements such as
personnel policies, independent audit, referral services, staff
trained in first aid, and maintenance standards are identified as
desirable. Shelters must comply 100 percent with essential
requirements and 70 percent with desirable requirements.

Portland LIHEAP Merchandise and Shelter Vendrr Programs
Enclosure #7)

Portland is utilizing the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance
Program (LIHEAP) to provide sleeping bags and winter jackets to
homeless people on the streets. In addition to the obvicoAs
protection from the cold, the program has provided staff with the
opportunity to inform homeless people About other available
services. As a preventive measure, Portland has instituted a
Shelter Vendor Program, through which low-income tenants receive
LIHEAP assistance for heating costs. Since utilities are usually

8



IV. Emergency Services (continued)

included as part of the rent payment, the average amount of
monthly rent attributed to energy costs is determined and paid
directly to landlords. This results in a rent reduction during
four consecutive winter months for tenants vulnerable to
homelessness.

Legal Issues in Providing Emergency Services

Several cities and states are being legally challenged to provide
emergency shelter and services to homeless people. Some cities
have been pressured to negotiate with advocacy groups or take
initiative on this issue. For example, New York City settled a
suit by instituting a policy of providing shelter to all who seek
it, and in Philadelphia the city took the lead to enact an
ordinance requiring them to provide emergency services to
homeless individuals. Whether or not a right to shelter is
legally established, government entities remain vulnerable to
litigation if they are perce4ved to be unresponsive to the needs
of homeless people in their jurisdictions. Potential conflicts
can be mitigated by:

- ensuring that rights of homeless people are upheld under
existing laws pertaining to general welfare, social
security, public education, etc.;

- removing barriers to receiving public assistance such as
extensive identification and address requirements;

- establishing priority for homeless people to receive
existing forms of public assistance and other available
resources;

- strengthening ties with advocacy organizations and service
providers through cooperative endeavors and sharea
responsibility for providing services to homeless people;

- enacting policies which increase access to services and
address structural problems which contribute to
homelessness.

9
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V. TRANSITIONAL HOUSING AND SUPPORTIVE SERVICES

The primary goal of transitional housing is to provide services
which enable homeless people to progress to selfsufficiency or
an appropriate and stable living environment. The main
difference between emergency and transitional programs is the
number and intensity of support services offered, such as
personal counseling, employment training, housing counseling,
child care, education, substance abuse recovery, and mental
health care, Transitional programs typically provide a greater
degree of privacy to clients, expect some level of client
participation in achieving mutually agreed upon goals, provide
temporary housing from three months up to two years, and may
charge rent.

Programs must be tailored to meet the needs of the particular
group of people served: e.g., single women and their children,
twoparent families, chronically mentally ill persons, veterans,
substance abusers, etc. Separate programs may be required to
respond to the unique needs of each subpopulation of homeless
people in the community. The type of assistance needed to effect
transition into permanent housing also varies from one individual
to another. In some cases transition may be achieved by
providing'one month's rent and security deposit, whereas others
may require intensive counseling, job training and followup
services.

Case management provides a mechanism for coordinating a variety
of fragmented services to meet the needs of an individual.
Usually this responsibility is given to one person, designated as
the case manager. Elements of case management include client
identification and outreach, strengths and needs assessment,
development of a plan for services, linkage with needed services,
evaluation of the client's progress, and advocacy for necessary
changes to the service delivery system.

Examples

New York City Shelter Employment Program (Enclosure #8)

New York City has converted two men's shelters into employment
shelters at which residents are assisted in finding jobs. Those
with skills or employment experience are matched with potential
occupations and employers. Substance abuse counseling and
treatment are also provided il needed. Day lab 7 is available
for participants who are unskilled or unlikely to maintain long
term employment. The most common types of placements are in
construction, messenger and general labor jobs. All residents of
the shelters are required to participate in the program and are
expected to move on to permanent or transitional housing within
six weeks following employment.

10



V. Transitional Housing (continued)

Philadelphia Center City Project for Chronically Mentally Ill
(Enclosure #9)

The city of Philadelphia's Office of Mental Health and Mental
Retardation has established a comprehensive service-delivery
system to meet the needs of homeless mentally ill persons.
Through a network of 21 service sites, the Center City Project
provides crisis intervention, outreach, day and residential
programs, in-patient services and centralized case management.
The project enables homeless mentally ill persons to achieve a
stable lifestyle by providing appropriate and individualized
services to meet the complex needs of this population.

'San Diego Shelter School

To address the educational needs of homeless children, the city
of San Diego sponsored the development of a school at a local
family shelter operated by St. Vincent de Paul. The city
provided teachers and materials for half days of classroom
instruction for grades K-9 in a facility operated by St. Vincent
de Paul. In July of this year, the county assumed responibility
for the school and is expanding the program to six hours of
instruction for grades K-12. St. Vincent de Paul supplements the
program with volunteer tutors and curriculum assistance from
education experts.

Los Angeles Alcohol-Free Living Centers (Enclosure #10)

The Los Angeles County Office of Alcohol Programs has established
four Alcohol-Free Living Centers (AFLC) for homeless people with
alcohol-related problems. The AFLC is a relatively new approach
to assisting homeless alcoholics towards recovery in which
residents are responsible for their own recovery and are required
to remain alcohol- and drug-free. No counseling or direct
supervision is provided from the center, though the environment
is structured and supportive. Residents pay rent ranging from
$85 to $200 per month. The AFLCs are expected to eventually be
self-supporting through resident rents and supplemental
fundraising.

Boston Housing Counseling Services

The city of Boston provides funds to six neighborhood nonprofit
organizations to provide housing counse-ing services to homeless
people. These groups work with local shelters, Community
Development Corporations, arti-poverty agencies, the Boston
Housing Authority, and local landlords to help low-income people
find housing in a very tight market. Their negotiations with
landlords are a crucial link to permanency for people who are
frequently turned away for lack of credit or other references.

11
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V. Transitional Housing (continued)

To a.,,si.st some tenants in money management, they are offered the
option of having rent withdrawn from their monthly income support
check and paid directly to the landlord.

VI. PERMANENT HOUSING

One of tie greatest obstacles to the success of transitional
programs is the tack of affordable housing into which homeless
people can move. Permanent sontions to homelessness must
incorporate policies and activities which promote the development
of low and moderateincome housing. In addition, appropriate
housing alternatives must be available for individuals who have
special needs. Singleroomoccupancy units are a viable optior
for many lowincome single, disabled and/or elderly persons.
Shared housing, group homes, and residential care centers are
alternatives for those who require a more supportive environment.

The growing need for affordable housing has taxed city resources
and challenged the ingenuity of public officials and housing
providers. While city initiatives may not be an adequate
substitute for federal funding, a number of innovative and
successful measures have resulted from attempts to address this
situation.

Examples

Boston LowIncome Housing Policies (Enclosure #11)

The city of Boston has identified expansion and protection of the
existing supply of affordable housing as a priority and has
implemented several model policies to promote these activities.
Some examples follow.

Linkage Policy/Funding Strategy

Developers of commercial projects exceeding 100,000 square
feet contribute $6.00 per scuare foot to a Neighborhood
Housing Trust fund to be used to construct or rehabilitate
housing for low and moderateincome residents. Payments
are made over a sevenyear period, beginning at the time of
issuance of a building permit. One of the six dollars from
each contribution is designated for job training programs.
Properties developed since the implementation of this policy
have generated commitments of nearly $40 million for the
Housing Trust Fund. The policy has withstood legal
challenges up to the State Supreme Court level.

12



VI. Permanent Housing (continued)

Inclusionary Zoning

- Developers of private, residential projects are granted
zoning abeyances in re_urn for reserving 10% of the
project's units for low- and moderate - income residents.
This policy applies to developments with ten or more units
in the downtown area and those of 25 or more outside the
downtown area. Incentive to developers for participating in
this public/private effort is provided by the increased
property values resultin from zoning relief. The policy
ensures that those who profit from rising real estate values
share in the preservation and expansion of the supply of
affordable housing.

Abandoned Property

- Vacant and abandoned properties are a significant resource
for housing projects if a system is designed to identify
these properties and evaluate their potential for city
acquisition. Boston conducted an inventory of vacant
buildings in the city to determine their number, location,
ownership and tax status. Properties owned by the city were
sold to low- and moderate-income individuals and nonprofit
housing groups. The next action taken was to foreclose on
tax-delinquent properties and also make these buildings
available for housing for lower income individuals. Owners
of vacant properties which were not tax-delinquent were then
urged to sell their property or take advantage of
low-interest loans and rent subsidies to make buildings
habitable.

Nonprofit Housing Corporations

- Rapidly rising real estate values, reductions in federal
housing programs and tax law changes have left little
incentive for profit-oriented developers to provide housing
that is affordable to lower income people. This has
provided both an opportunity and a necessity for increased
involvement of nonprofit housing groups, primarily Community
Development Corporations (CDCs), in the production of
low-income housing. As part of a partnership that combines
the resources and expertise of city and state governments,
local businesses and lending institutions, CDCs in Boston
have rehal-ilitated apartments for more than 500 low- and
moderate-income families. Experience in purchasing
buildings, hiring contractors, supervising renovations and
selecting tenants for these projects has equipped the CDCs
with the capacity to be a major factor in the production of
affordable housing.

13



VI. Permanent Housing (continued)

Seattle Transfer of Development Rights

Preservation of downtown lowincome housing in Seattle is
promoted through a program which allows transfer of
development rights from housing to commercial or other
projects. In this program, development rights for a
lowincome housing property may be purchased and utilized at
another site. Proceeds from the purchase may then be used
to rehabilitate or upgrade the housing facility. This
ensures that the lowincome housing property retains its
designated use, while allowing commercial developers to
pursue their interests elsewhere.

Portland SingleRoomOccupancy Retention Program

Through joint efforts of the City's Development
Commission, the Housing Authority, and several nonprofit
organizations, Portland has rehabilitated 307
singleroomoccupancy units (SROs) in five hotels, utilizing
funds from the Section 8 Moderate Rehabilitation Program,
lowinterest loans, and tax abatement initiatives.

Portland's congressman assisted in obtaining statutory and
regulatory changes to the program which allowed use of
Section 8 funds for SRO rehabilitation. Section 8 subsidies
enable lowincome tenants, mostly unemployed single men, to
afford the average monthly rent of $200. Buildings are
managed by private owners, and support services are provided
by Central City Concern, a nonprofit social service agency.

Proposed Housing Trust Fund in the District of Columbia

The District of Columbia is considering a proposal to
establish a housing trust fund to provide capital for
housing that is affordable to low and moderateincome
persons. The trust fund would receive funding through three
mechanisms: contributions from new financial institutions
and bank mergers, which are currently required for community
development purposes; developer fee option in lieu of
production of housing units; and interest on real estate
escrow accounts. Loans would be available for new .

construction and rehabilitation, site acquisition, and
predevelopment costs for nonprofits. Grants would be
awarded for innovative and model projects. The fund was
first suggested in a study on affordable housing undertaken
by the D.C. Housing Production Commission.

14
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VII. PREVENTION

Prevention can be viewed as methods to address individual crises
or chronic situations which lead to homelessness, or as
strategies for alleviating structural problems, such as the loss
of low-income housing and job opportunities. The first of these
requires interventions which focus on providing social services
while the latter requires housing and economic development
initiatives. Case management services which focus on identifying
problem situations and responding to emergency needs can be
targeted to families in overcrowded dwellings, those living on
marginal incomes, residents of residential or institution 1 care
programs, homeless people who have recently located permanent
housing and others who may be vulnerable to becoming homeless.
Prevention of homelessness for deinstitutionalized individuals
requires a coordinated system of release and follow-up,
accompanied with appropriate community-based mental health
services.

The examples provided in the section on permanent housing are
also a part of an effective prevention strategy since the
increasing availability of affordable and appropriate housing
will lead to fewer evictions and displacements. Job creation
strategies and measures to address inadequate wage levels are
vitally important to preventing further increases in
homelessness. The complex issues involved in economic
development, however, are beyond the scope of this presentation.

Examples

Seattle Homeless Family Strategy--Prevention Phase
(Enclosure #12)

The "Homeless Family Strategy" developed by the City of Seattle
identifies housing, support services, and employment strategies
to prevent homelessness. To expand housing opportunities,
initiatives such as targeted use of Section 8 certificates,
providing housing counseling services, securing funding for the
State Housing Trust Fund, and using zoning mechanisms to
encourage low-income housing development are recommended.
Before- and after-school programs for low-income children,
expanded school tutoring programs, and outreach to at-risk
families to link them to health and mental health services are
examples of preventive support services. Strategies related to
employment and income support focus on targeting low-income areas
for economic development, training and employing
low-income/homeless people in city jobs, expanding successful
training programs such as Project Self-Sufficiency, and working
with the state on welfare reform.

15



VII. Prevention (continued)

Rent/Mortgage/Utility Assistance

Ideally these programs are designed to provide assistance to
individuals facing a temporary financial crisis which can be
stabilized by a single payment or to maintain the individual in
his/her residence until a rent subsidy or alternative housing can
be obtained. Many cities and private nonprofit organizations
operate such programs with funding from a variety of both public
and private sources. The most recent innovation in this area is
the establishment of revolving loan funds in which the recipient
eventually repays the loan so that the funds may be utilized to
assist another individual or family.

In Prince George's County, Maryland, a public/private rent
assistance fund has been established to prevent homelessness for
families and elderly persons. Churches, local businesses and the
county government have contributed more than $30,000 each to
initiate the program. The Apartment and Office Builders
Association raised its contribution from the business sector by
requesting $1 per apartment from each of its members. The County
allocated funds from the Community Development Block Grant
Program. The program is administered by a local nonprofit
organization.

Public Assistance

There are several adjustments which can be made to both general
assistance and Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) as
part of a prevention strategy. The most obvious are to increase
the amounts of these benefits and ease the eligibility criteria.
Other options include extending Medicare benefits to individuals
who lose eligibility when employment is obtained, allowing
continued benefits to parents when children are temporarily
removed from the home, expanding emergency assistance programs,
and providing respite care to MH1-lies living in overcrowded or
unstable environments. Though many of these adjustments must be
initiated at federal or state levels, local governments and
community groups have advocated successfully for these types of
changes.

"Housing Alert" is a new homelessness prevention program
established by the New York City Human Resources Administration.
The program targets recipients of AFDC who may be at risk of
losing their housing due to insufficient income or factors such
as overcrowding and domestic disputes. Families are identified
by two main indicators: frequency of moves, and periodic loss of
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VII. Prevention (continued)

public assistance. An interview is then conducted with the
family to determine whether housing displacement is a potential
problem. If so, a case worker is assigned to the family to
facilitate the receipt of other AFDC entitlements which can
alleviate the existing problem.

For example, respite care funds are available for activities such
as weekend camps, babysitting services, and food allowances to
provide temporary relief of overcrowded or tense household
situations. The staff includes housing specialists who work with
local church griups and landlords to locate housing alternatives
for families in the program. Housing Alert is also investigating
the possibility of shared housing for families-

Anti-displacement:Ltues

Cities may also undertake activities which support mixed-income
communities and prevent low-income individuals from being forced
out of communities which are undergoing gentrification. Examples
of these include:

- rent control policies which support interests of both
tenants and landlords;

- home ownership opportunities for low-income persons, such
as cooperatives, homesteading, foreclosed properties;

- rent subsidy programs;

- restricting destruction and conversion of certain types of
housing such as single-room-occupancy units;

- eviction protection laws.
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VIII. EXAMPLES OF COMPREHENSIVE PLANS

The preceding examples describe isolated elements of programs
from numerous cities. This section will provide details of an
overall plan for addressing homelessness in Pittsburgh, a
strategy to move beyond emergency shelter for homeless single
adults in Minneapolis and St. Paul, and a proposed service system
for homeless families in Washington, D.C.

Pittsburgh's Comprehensive Plan to Address Homelessness

The city of Pittsburgh, through its public/private task force,
has developed a comprehensive plan consisting of several of the
elements mentioned above. Descriptions of some of their
proposals follow.

Emergency Shelter

Emergency shelter is designed to :eat only the symptoms of
homelessness and provide for immesiate needs. It is not
seen as a solution and institutionalization of these
facilities is guarded against. The plan specifies a 15%
reduction in emergency shelter beds over the first two years
of implementation, with the intent of establishing
appropriate bridge (transitional) housing as an alternative.

Plans to support and improve emergency shelters include
training for shelter providers on the availability of
existing health, welfare and social service programs;
placement of VISTA volunteers in shelters to recruit, train
and coordinate volunteer staff; creating accessibility to
shelters for handicapped persons; standardizing the referral
and placement system; establishing special funds for
emergency shelter operations and repairs; assessing the
adequacy and appropriateness of existing facilities to meet
the needs of the diverse groups of people served (especially
families, runaway youth, and mentally ill persons).

Bridge Housing

Bridge housing is designed to enable some homeless people to
return to a more independent and selfsufficient lifestyle.
Bridge facilities provide lodging for up to one year with
intensive counseling, training and other supportive
services. Residents are responsible for paying rent and
performing some household tasks. The plan calls for
development of a minimum of 100 units of bridge housing over
a twoyear period, while reducing emergency beds by about
the same number. This goal will be accomplished in part by
converting emergency shelters to bridge housing through the
addition of support services and more structured
programming.
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VIII. Comprehensive Plans (continued)

Quality and quantity of supportive services are stressed as
the most significant as2ect of the bridge programs.
Services include personal and career counseling, child care,
GED classes and other educational programs, job training and
placement, medical care and mental health services. Aspectsof case management include identification of individual
problems, establishing personal goals and objectives and
developing a plan of action.

Supportive Housing Programs

Special housing opportunities will be provided for people
suffering from chronic mental illness or retardation, severe
alcoholism, extreme health problems or other disabilities
which prevent them from achieving selfsufficiency. These
individuals will be assisted in securing shared housing in
the form of communitybased residential facilities, personal
care boarding homes, single room occupancy facilities,
shared apartments and group homes.

Preventive Programs

Rent/mortgage and utility assistance programs have been
underway since 1983 and current emphasis is placed on
strengthening these existing programs. Plans are focused on
obtaining increased funding from both public and private
sectors and providing assistance to those who are most
vulnerable to displacement.

Recommendations have been made concerning the need for
revisions to state legislation to expand public assistance
benefits, improve community residential rehabilitation
programs, and expand drug and alcohol abuse programs. Theplan also recommends legislation for home equity conversion,
weatherization assistance, property tax relief, and funds
for lowincome housing.

Implementation of the plan requires the voluntary
participation and cooperaticn of 42 agencies and
organizations in the community and the tasks and
responsibilities of each group are clearly defined.

Minneapolis/St.Paul More Than Shelter Program (Enclosure #13)

In 1985, the cities of Minneapolis and St. Paul and their
respective counties developed a joint plan to meet the needs of
homeless single adults, which focus on increasing the supply of
decent affordable housing. The plan calls for the creation or
restoration of housing for 880 persons over a twoyear period,
including 290 SRO units. The More Than Shelter program is
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VIII. Comprehensive Planning (continued)

financed through a combination of funding from the four
government entities and private foundations, corporations and
religious organizations. The program is coordinated by an
interagency committee and is separately incorporated as a
nonprofit entity.

In the first year of operation, $4 million was contributed by the
private sector and about $1.4 million was allocated from public
funds. The program provided funding for 620 units of housing,
including:

- 114 new SRO units and efficiencies;
- 134 existing SRO units rehalitated;
- 120 units of transitional h. sing made available;
- 252 boarding and lodging units upgraded.

Proposed Comprehensive Service System for Homeless Families in
Washington, D.C. (Enclosure #14)

City officials and service providers worked together to develop a
model service system for homeless families which empaasizes the
need for preventive interventions and trcnsitional services such
as housing counseling, mental health counseling, case management,
and alcohol and drug rehabilitation programs. Rent assistance,
landlord-tenant mediation, crisis intervention services and
community education on alternative options to shelter are
measures proposed to prevent homelessness.

Once a family is in the shelter system, the plan recommends a
two- stage intake process to first address immediate needs and
later assess psychosocial and medical needs which are barriers to
self- sufficiency. Assessments will then be used to place
families in one of three transitional housing programs, designed
for chronically dependent, potentially independent and
independent families. The types of services provided will vary
depending upon the program design. For example, independent
families require very little supervision and may only need
short-term housing while locating permanent housing whereas
chronically dependent families need supportive services for
extended periods of time.

Permanent housing through home ownership or rental is the
ultimate goal for homeless families. The plan recommends
expanding existing home ownership opportunities, increasing the
supply of affordable rental housing and increasing funding for
rental subsidy programs.
Emphasis is also given to the importance of providing follow-up
services, keeping thorough records on families served, and giving
special attention to the needs of homeless children.
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ENCLOSURE #1

THE HOMELESS TASK FORCE, ATLANTA, GEORGIA

The Children's Shelter: Day Shelter for Children of Homeless Families

Families who stay in night shelters are usually required to leave those shelters
early in the morning; therefore there is a great need for a safe, warm, caring
place for the children to stay during the daytime. In January of 1984, the Home-

less Task Force in Atlanta (a coalition of representatives frcm the public, private



and non-profit communities who are ccncerned about the needs of homeless people)
initiated the opening of a day shelter for children of homeless families.

The Children's Shelter is currently located in the Fellowship Hall of the
Immaculate Conception church in downtown Atlanta. It is open Monday through
Friday, 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Breakfast and lunch are provided as are supplies
such as disposable diapers and extra clothes. A simple but nutritious breakfast is
prepared on- site and hot lunches are purchased at the cost of $1 per meal from a
day care center located at a nearby Presbyterian Church.

The Children's Shelter has two full-time staff people to provide structure and
care for the children. It is important to recognize that the Children's Shelter is
a shelter, and does not pretend to offer the same array of services as a regular
day care center. During 1984, whenever possible, the staff of the Children's
concentrated on providing art and educational activities. Arrangements were made
to use a nearby playground for two hours every day.

Initial funding for the Shelter came from a $15,000 grant from the City of
Atlanta, a National Board grant to help with utilities and food, and donations from
private individuals and groups. During the spring of 1985, ele Children's Shelter
received an additional $15,000 grant from the Junior League to permit operations to
continue for another six months. The Homeless Task Force hopes to secure more
permanent sources of funding to allow the shelter to remain open all year. The
annual operating cost is estimated to total approximately $30,000; $22,000 in staff
salaries, $3,600 in utilities, and $1,600 for food.

During 1984-85, the Children's Shelter averaged 10-12 children per day. The
only qualification for staying at the shelter is that the child's family must be
homeless and the child must be less than 16 years old. Although the children have
ranged in age from seven days to fifteen years, most are pre-school youngsters.

Based upon the experience of 1984 and the first part of 1985, the Homeless
Task Force is more convinced than ever of the need for a year round day shelter for
children of homeless families. Over the next five to ten years, the Homeless Task
Force anticipates that there will be more families on the street, thereby
increasing the need to provide a safe and caring shelter for the children of
homeless families during the day.

Organization Summary: The Homeless Task Force was formed in 1981, initially as a
forum to communicate about the many and varied issues surrounding the homeless.
Some of the founders were church people previously involved with starting shelters.
They realized that they had to create a dialogue among themselves and the downtown
business community, the local government, and other political forces in order to
best pursue their goals. The business community had the revival of the downtown
area ; a central goal, and so was threatened by the negative visibility evident in
a large homeless population. Representatives from the city, county, religious
organizations, civic groups, convention bureau, and business associations were
asked to serve on the Task Fort- Representatives ideally had to have a day-to-day
working knowledge of the homeless issue.
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The Task Force raises the issue of homelessness and facilitates the cooperation not
only among the larger political players, but also among shelters, food distribu-
tors, and volunteers. It also assists with training programs. The Homeless Task
Force has received a great deal of attention as the issue of homelessness has grown
more visible. Some want an institutionalization of its mandate while others are
reluctant to change a formula that seems to be working. The Homeless Task Force in
Atlanta continues to evolve.

The Children's Shelter
c/o The Homeless Task Force
970 Jefferson St., NW
Atlanta, GA 30318

404 622-2235 (Elizabeth Eve); 404 892-9822 (Bill Bowling, Chair of Task Force)
Elizabeth Eve, Staff Associate

2.
Excerpt from Emergency Food and Shelter National Board Program,
"Caring for the Hungry and Homeless: Exemplary Programs," June 198



ENCLOSURE #2

TASK FORCE ON EMERGENCY SHELTER AND RELOCATION SERVICES, MILWAUKEE,
WISCONSIN

Interagency Task Force Coordinates Emergency Shelter Activities Including:
Integrated Referral System, Emergency Shelter Voucher-Fund, and Security
Deposit Guarantee Fund

The Task Force on Emergency Shelter and Relocation Services is a 65 member
interagency coalition serving as the primary coordinating and advocacy body
for homeless issues in Milwaukee County, Wisconsin. Its members come from
both the public and private non-profit sectors, and share a wide range of
expertise in social services, housing, and mental health.

The Task Force was formed in the fall of 19 79 as agencies such as United
Way, Red Cross, Salvation Army, St. Vincent de Paul, Community Advocates, and
the Social Development Commission began to experience an influx of homeless
people who lacked the attendant resources to meet their needs.

During its first five years, the Task Force achieved a number of goals
including increasing the number of emergency shelter beds from 200 to 600
county-wide, developing an integrated information and referral data collec-
tion system, creating an Emergency Shelter Voucher Fund, devising a Security
Deposit Guarantee Fund, using the media to broadcast the problems of home-
lessness, and providing expertise to governmental and private philanthropic
organizations regarding relevant problems and programs.

Milwaukee's shelters cooperate in a coordinated referral process through
the Emergency Shelter Hot Line administered by Wisconsin Information Service
(WIS), part of the Social Development Commission, a CAP agency. This
24-hour, seven-day-a-week referral system maintains a running tally on avail-
able shelter bed spaces, receives shelter need calls from both clients and
social service agencies, and links the individual needing shelter to the
appropriate resource.

An information and referral system was one of the first initiatives put
into place by the Task Force, which wanted to maximize the utilization of bed
space while collecting hard data on.those who occupied the shelters. WIS
calls the shelters each day and takes the information about the people quar-
tered the previous evening. Demographic data, such as age, sex, and income
status is assembled along with other information such as how long the indi-
vidual had been in the county and whether there was evidence of alcohol/drug
abuse or mental illness. Every year these statistics are tabulated to pro-
duce an annual report and profile on the shelter population. The Milwaukee
County Department of Social Services provides funding for WIS, which had a
1984 budget of $40,000.

When first established, the Emergency Shelter Voucher Fund was funded
with private corporation donations. As National Board funds became avail-
able, these grants were used to support a voucher system whereby homeless
people could be placed in downtown motels when bedspace was not available at
any of th: shelters. If, for instance, a family showed up at a police



station or hospital, they would be referred to the WIS phone number. The WIS
staff would administer an over-the-phone intake interview and refer the
family to a hotel. The WIS person would then call the hotel and authorize a
one-night stay. The next day the family would have to stop by a shelter
office for follow-up and more in-depth consultation. The hotel is reimbursed
by the Task Force, which administers the voucher program that is funded for
$15,000 in three installments, and maintains a separate account for its
disposal.

National Bdard funds also support the shelters ongoing bed purchase pro-
gram. That is, when a cycle-of funds is available all the shelters get
together and review each other's budgets and financial situations and come to
an agreemenZ on who should get what. The package is presented to the local
Emergency Food and Shelter board for its approval. Once approved, the Red
Cross in the city administers the allocation of the grant. Shelters bill the
program on a per diem rate up to a cap of dollars allocated for each
shelter.

The Security Deposit Guarantee Fund is supported by a $5,000 grant from
a private foundation. The fund is meant to assist families in shelters to
relocate to permanent housing. Many families do not have the money to pay
both rent and a security deposit. The Task Force works out arrangements with
cooperating landlords to ensure up to a month's rent for a six month period
to cover vacancy without proper notice or damage to the unit that would
otherwise be taken rare of by a security deposit. During this period, the
tenant deposits one-sixth of his rent with the landlord until the landlord
.receives the entire security deposit. In the meantime, the Task Force
guarantees the payment of the deposit, should the tenant be unable to meet
his obligation. Many landlords do not participate because they want the cash
and the discretion to utilize it during the stay of the apartment dweller.
However, some landlords do cooperate and families are able to move into more
permanent surroundings, while freeing up beds at the shelter. Approximately
50 families are helped each year through this program.

In 1983, the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development urged the util-
ization of HUD foreclosed buildings for shelters. In early 1985, five
duplexes in Milwaukee were foreclosed and leased to the Task Force for $1.00
per year. In conjunction with these foreclosures, the Task Force received
city Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) dollars to pay staff and util-
ity expenses for a transitional housing program, The HUD buildings and the
CDBG grant will be used by the Task Force to house families for 30 to 60 days
in the 10 available apartments. It is hoped that these accommodations will
buy time to stabilize a family's financial situation as more permanent
solutions are sought.

Organization Summary: The Interagency Task Force on Emergency Shelter and
Relocation Services covers the service area of Milwaukee County, Wisconsin.
Staff to the Task Force is provided by Community Advocates, a low income
advocacy agency serving consumers and citizens in problem resolution. The
1984-85 budget for Consumer Advocates was $300,000. Approximately 40 percent
of this budget came from the United Way, 40 percent from various county enti-
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ties (some of whom channel state and federal funds), 10 percent from the
state and 10 percent from private contributions.

Task Force on Emergency
Shelter and Relocation Service

3517 West Burleigh
Milwaukee, WI 53210

414 873-1521
Joseph L. Volk, Chairperson

Excerpt from Emergency Food and Shelter National Board Program,
"Caring for the Hungry and Homeless: Exemplary Program, June 1985.



ENCLOSURE #3

SURVEY OF PROVIDERS OF SHELTER TO TEE EOM LESS

Directions: Please respond to each of the following questions. Lf exact figures are
unaysiblble, please approximate. Completed surveys should be returned
(in the pre-addressed envelope) to:

If your agency does not provide shelter to the homeless, or you cannot
answer the survey for some other reason, please fill out the accompanying
postcard and return it.

Questions regrading the survey, or requests for clarification or assistance
in Y.is completion, should be directed to

For this survey, 'the homeless" refers to anyone who is temporarily or
permanently without shelter.

If your agency is part of a larger organization, cr you have component
agencies, please check with them to avoid a duplicate count of the
agency's beds.

Name of Agency:

Address:

Telephone:

Person Completing Survey:.

Title:

Date Completed.:

County: Zip Code:
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1. A. Does your program operate year-round? Yes No

If "No", when does it operate?

B. Hours of operation: Day Evening Overnight

2. In the squares below, please indicate those services which your program
provides to each of the specified types of clients:

Meals Bed Info/Ref

i

Supportive 1
Services 1

Single Men

Single Women

Unaccompanied Minors

Women WithWith Children

Two-Parent Families

3. What percentages of your referrals of homeless persons come from each of
the following sources?

local Department of Social Services
police
other local governmental agencies
state agencies
private voluntary agencies
self-referral (walk-ins)
other (what?

)

4. Do you provide shel'er Zrectiv to homeless family groups?

If "Yee:

A.
B.

Yes No

What is the listed family group capacity?
What is the larcrest number of families you sheltered at one
time in the pest year?

96

96

96

96

96
96
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C. What is the smallest number families you sheltered at one
time in the past year?

D. What is the average number of families you sheltered at one
time in the past Yeir?

5. Do you provide shelter directly to homeless individuals? Yes No

If "Yes":

A. What is the listed individuals capacity?
B. What is the largest number of individuals you sheltered at

one time in the past year?
C. What is the smallest number of individuals you sheltered at

one time in the past year?
D. What is the average number of individuals you sheltered at

one time in the past year?

6. Do you purchase or rre.r.ge for shelter for family
groups?

If "Yes":

aa

Yes No

A. What is the maximum number of such spaces available at one
one time?

B. What is the largest number of families for whom you pur-
chased such lodging at any one time in the past year?

C. What is the smallest number of families for whom you pur-
chased such lodging at any one time in the past year?

D. What is the average number of families for whom you pur-
chased such lodging at any one time in the past year?

E. From whom is such lodging obtained?

7. Do you purchase or arrange for shelter for individuals? Yes No

If "Yes":

A. What is the maximum number of such spaces available at one
time?

B. What is the largest number of individuals for whom you pur-
chased such lodging at any one time in the past year?

C. What is the smallest number of individuals for whom you pur-
chased such 17c7:-.4r--ing at any one time in the past year?'

D. What is the average number of individuals for whom you pur-
chased such lodging at any one time in the past year?

E. From whom is such lodging obtained?

11,11.



IL CLIiT CHARACTERISTICS

8. Of the persons you serve, what percentages are in each of the following
groups? (Persons could be in several groups, so percentages need not sum to
100%.)

Persons in Families

Mentally Disabled %
Physically Disabled 96
Substance Abusers %
Victims of Domestic Violence
Migrant/Seasonal Workers 96
Young (Under 21) %
Old (Over 60) %
None of the Above %

angle Persons

96
96

%
6
96

%
96

96

9. Of the homeless persons you serve, what percentages are in each of the
following racial/ethnic groups?

Persons in Families Sinde Persons

Blamk % 96
White % %
Hispanic 96 %
Asian % %
Native American % %
Other %

10. Of the homeless persons you serve, what percentages are in the following
age groups?

Under 18
18-30
31-60
Over 60

Males Females

5 96
96 96

96_____%
96

11. U the racial/ethnic or the age/sex percentages among clients you serve are
different for certain 'special needs groups", please indicate such differences
on a separate sheet of paper (for example: if the substance abusers are
nearly all teenagers, or the mentally disabled are more likely to be under
age 21).
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12. Please estimate the percentage of your homeless clients in the following
categories:

A. Those requiring organized or institutic support programs
(e.g., mentally disabled)

B. Those requiring limited support or cash assistance, not ready
to take a job (e.g., untrained young mother with a child)

C. Those temporarily homeless for economic reasons, needing a
job but employable (e.g., a recently unemployed steel worker)

13. Do you ask your clients the reason for their homelessness? Yes No

14. Do you ask your clients where they came from? Yes No

15. Prior to their becoming homeless, where did your clients live? Please
estimate the percentage of your clients for each category:

A. lived independently in own housing unit
B. lived in someone else's housing unit (e.g., friend's apartment)
C. lived in an institution
D. other (where?

16. Where do your clients come from? Please estimate the percentage of your
clients for each category:

A. from your own city (village)
E. outside city, but from your own county
C. outside your county, elsewhere in . State
D. outside State

17. What do you think was the primary cause of the client's becoming homeless?
Please estimate the percentage of your clients associated with each cause:

A. eviction by landlord %
B. evicted by primary tenant in whose unit the person lived %
C. destruction of housing unit %
D. family disruption %
E. discharge from institution %
F. other %
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HI. PROGRAM FEATURES

18. What geographic area serves as your agency's "catchment"?

19. For each of the following services, please indicate whether your clients need
the service, whether you provide or arrange for the service, and (if you do
not) whether you consider it a major unmet need.

Meals
Housing Referral
Educational Services
Job Training
Psychiatric Services
Medical Services
Child Care
Counseling Services
Information on Cash

Assistance
Advocacy/Translation
General Info and Ref eral
Other (What?

Needed Provide /Arrange Major Unmel. Need

20. Is there a limit on the length of time family or non-family persons may stay
in your shelter? Yes No

If "Yes", what is it?

If "Yes", is it mandated by governmental regulations? Yes No

21. Is there a limit on the number of times in a given perid that family or non-
family persons may stay in your shelter? Yes No

If "Yes", what is it?

If "Yes ", is it mandated by governmental regulations? Yes No
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Are there any other conditions for staying in the shelter (e.g., refrain from
smoldng, leave for part of the day, attend therapy, perform work, etc.)?

Yes No

If so, what are they?

MINMINIO

23. What is the average length of stay for persons using your shelter?

Persons in Families Single Persons

24. What is the average per diem cost to you to provide the shelter portion of
your services (i.e., not Including cost of meals or other supportve sernces)?

25. What percentage of your funding for homeless progrant.s comes :roc. each of
these sourc:

Federal Government %
State Government %
County Government '.'i
City/Town Government %
sees Paid by Clients %
Churches or Private Charities %
Other Non-Government Suorces

26. Which of the following persons do you normally exclude from your sheizer?

,11...* those mentally disabled
those under influence of drugs
those under influence of alcohol
those unkempt, lice-ridden, etc.
those physically disabled
those with niultiple problems
families with more than 3 children
those from out-of-town
others (who?



IV. UNMET NEED

27. On an average night during the past year, how many families and single
persons (whom you would normally shelter) did you turn away for lack of
space?

Families Single Persons

If this average fluctuates by season:

Average low-season turnaways
Average high-season turnaways

Highest number of turnaways at one time

(Month )

(Mont.h )

28. From your knowledge of your catchment area, what would you estimate tc,
be the largest number of people in that area who are In need of shelter at
any one time for whom no shelter is avail :ble?

29. Where do those people sleep in the community?

30. In the past three years, by what oercentage would you estimate the increase
in the number of homeless people seeidng aid from your agency?

31. Was there any particular time in the past three years when you saw a ver:
sharp increase in the number of homeless people seeking help from your
agency? Yes No

If ffYesn, when?

32. What percentage of clients leave your shelter for permanent housing?

If any, how many of those return to your shelter within a year? (circle one)

less than 1/4 1/4 1/2 3/4 more than 3/4

33. When they leave your shelter, what percentage of your clients:

A. go to another shelter %
0 . return to the street %C. return to housing arrangement from which they came %
D. go to a hospital ...,,r treatment facility %E. other (what? ) %
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IV. MISCELLANEOUS

34. Are there other resources or services which need to be developed or
e.,panded to help in addressing the needs of homeless persons in your area
What?

35. Please attach any additional comments you wish to make regarding the
needs of the homeless in the State and recommendations for meeting them.

36. If you have the information, please provide us a List of ^f:er agencies 'n
your area that provide shelter to the hon,eless: (attach additional sheets, if
necessary)

37. Check here if you want a copy of the results of the survey;

Excerpt from New York State Department of Social Services,
"Homelessness in New York State: A Report to the Governor and
the Legislature," uctober 1984.
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ENCLOSURE #4

RECOMMENDATIONS

Puffins Empiovment Tnitiatives Into Perspective

One of-the major conclusions of the EIP research is that noset of employment initiatives, however comprehensive or well-designed, can serve as the primary vehicle for resolving thecrisis of homelessness in Seattle.

The causes and consequences homelessness are complex andintertwined. Employment factors clearly play a contributing
role. Changes in the structure of the local economy areresulting in a reduction of adequate employment and earningopportunities for persons with limited education and skillsand a displacement of workers from industries which
traditionally offered high wages and good benefits into
employment in service industries and occupations which aregenerally characterized by lower wages, lower benefits andhigh turnover.

Combating the negative effects of current economic trendsrequires a broad-based agenda which includes the following:

An effective early warning/notification system for localplant closures and business shutdowns.

Mobilization and effective use of federal, state and
local resources to assist dislocated workers in making asmooth transition to appropriate alternative employment.

Economic development strategies that support the local
development, continuation and expansion of businesses andindustries which offer employment opportunities and
growth potential in jobs paying a living wage and
providing adequate benefit coverage and employment
stability.

While many persons who are homeless are in some way victims of
current economic trends, it is apparent that job loss or
inability to find employment is not the primary factor
precipitating or prolonging the crisis of homelessness for themajor portion of the individuals and families in Seattle's
homeless population.

-mployment programs and job transition strategies alone willnot address the housing and subsistence problems of thelargest segment of the homeless population. Other strategieswill be required for the majority (probably at least 70-80%)of the city's homeless. Those who are not in a sition tobenefit substantially from immediate employment or jobtransition programs include the following groups:
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Transients or others who refuse to participate in thelabor force.

Very late stage alcoholics who do not choose to
participate in treatment programs and who need off-streetplaces to congregate during the day and safe places tcsleep at night.

Indigent alcoholics and mentally ill persons who need
effective treatment, case management and appropriate
housing before they will be ready to participate inemployment or job training programs.

Low income individuals and families - including AFDC
recipients, Social Security and disability supportrecipients who are unable to participate in the laborforce, as well as working people - who have a stablesource of income support but are unable to secure ornaintain appropriate low-cost housing.

Indigent heads of household or single individuals who areunable to work and need advocacy services in obtainingpublic assistance or disability benefits, as well aslow-cost housing.

Homeless Youth (age 17 or younger) who are outside offamily structures and need longer-term life support,education and guardianship services in order to becomeready for employment and independent life.

on-Ern lo nda inn

No employment initiative is likely to impact the serious
problems associated with the current homelessness crisis inSeattle as dramatically as the reforms in the alcoholism
service and treaty t system proposed in the recent report tothe Mayor, prepare y the City office of Management andBudget, and the housing and services initiatives recommendedin the recently completed "Seattle-King County EmergencyShelter Study Update". These recommendations include thefollowing:

Ensure stable operating funds for existing emergencyshelter programs.

Explore alternative sources of financing and facilities
for expanding emergency shelter and transitional housing
capacities, partion? 71y for youth, families, and
individuals with meLcal or physical disabilities.
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Increase the opportunities and resources for decent and
appropriate low cost housing in Seattle and King County.

Strengthen immediate and transitional services available
to emergency shelter clients, particularly families,
youth and disabled clients.

Improve linkages and funding and streamline.application
processes for public assistance and disability support
programs for indigent shelter clients who are unable to
participate in the labor force.

Reform the GAU grant system to provide transitional
income support for recovering alcoholics and to reduce
incentives for alcoholics to come to Seattle from out-of-
state locations.

Establish a medical triage unit for alcoholics which
would reduce the current overuse and misuse of public
detox services.

Establish a 24 hour emergency sleep-off shelter for
public inebriates.

Establish permanent, supervised, non-treatment sleeping
facilities for late stage alcoholics who do not choose to
participate in treatment programs.

Establish comprehensive case management and treatment
systems for indigent alcoholics, poly-drug abusers and
non-institutionalized mentally ill persons.

Develop alcohol free transitional housing units for
recovering alcoholics.

Encourage inter-governmental and inter-agency cooperation
and coordination in defining problems, collecting data,
and advocating and implementing solutions to homelessness
on a County-wide basis.

Establish an inter-departmental office on the homeless
within City government which can coordinate and focus
efforts to prioritize, develop and implement recommended
strategies and services for the indigent homeless.

EMPLOYMENT RECOMMENDATIONS

1. For Individuals nee 16 and over who become clients of the emereency
heltersystem: Develop and implement standardized procedures
for conducting basic_ up front assessment of client
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employability potential and need for employment-related
assistance or alternative transitionl services.

DHR, in consultation with employment and training
specialists and community funding sources, should work
with emergency shelter operators to:

Evaluate basic client assessment practices and
capabilities currently in place within the emergency
shelter system.

Determine what client information is needed and what
criteria are most appropriate for identifying
shelter clients who are in need of an din a position
to benefit from employment transition or job
training services.

Determine what staffing arrangements and delivery
mechanisms are most appropriate for conducting
standardized up-front client assessment on-site in
shelter facilities.

Develop and earmark funds to support sufficient
staff capabilities for conducting shelter-based
client assessment.

Provide training to prepare and assist shelter -based
staff in implementing standardized front-end
employability assessment procedures.

Monitor to ensure that procedures are effectively
implemented.

2. For shelter lients who are 'ob-readv and desire immediate emplo-l_ment:
Develon, fund and implement a rapid employment transition
program which provides intensive lob search training and
support services coupled with temporary food and housing
throughout a short-term lob search and transition period.

This program should include the following components:

In-depth assessment to ensure that clients selected
for participation do not have a serious alcohol/drug
dependency, other disabilities or competency
aeficiencies which would interfere with their
ability to participate in the program and make a
successful transition to employment.

A 2-4 week daily program of structured job search
training and self-conducted job search activities
designed to result in securing full-time employment.
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This program should be delivered by employment
transition staff who are highly knowledgeable in
regard to local job opportunities and employer
expectations and able to work effectively with
homeless individuals as well as potential employers.

Emergency shelter and food during the period of
active participation in the job search program;
transitional shelter after employment is secured
until the first paycheck is received; and assistance
in securing permanent low-cost housing.

A full array of services designed to support job
search, such as: telephone access and message
services; resume printing; assistance in collecting
references; hygiene, grooming and clothing
assistance; transportation assistance; and child
care.

DHR and PIC staff should work with emergency shelter
providers and community funding sources to:

Asses the feasibility of initiating a rapid
emplo1inent transition program on a demonstration
basis.

Determine appropriate size, target populations,
shelter facilities, delivery strategies and cost
parameters.

Identify potential funding sources and develop a
funding strategy.

Secure funding for the initial demonstration.

Develop program design specifications for the
demonstration. Establish imrlementation, delivery
and performance specifications and operator
selection criteria.

Issue a request for proposals.

Evaluate proposals and select a contractor/program
operator.

Establish and carryout a strategy for monitoring and
assessing the initial demonstration.

Develop funding and action plans for continuing the
program on a permanent basis (if warranted).
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3. For shelter clients who need training, employment preparation or transitionalw rk ex erience in rder to comn to successful! in the b market: Develoeffective information and client referral and support
linkages between emergency and transitional service
providers and non-shelter-based lob training and
employment programs currently in operation within theSeattle-King County area.

DER and PIC staff should work with both emergency shelterproviders and job training/employment program operators
funded under JTPA and Community Development Block Grants,as well as agencies such as Goodwill, Salvation Army, andother providers of employment and support services to:

Identify and develop an adequate information base on
the full array of job training and employment
programs operating in Seattle-King County and
potentially accessible to homeless clients.

Provide in-service training for shelter-based staff
on effective assessment of client needs and criteria
and procedures for referring clients to appropriate
job training or employment programs.

Develop direct information-sharing, client referral
and service coordination linkages between shelter-
based staff and out ide job training and employment
program specialists and strengthen linkages with
providers of other services needed to support
clients during program participation and employment
transition.

4. For street Youth who are ready to participate in emniovment preparation andtransition activities: Continue and strengthen the Street Youth
Employment Demonstration Program, funded by the PIC andoperated by the Orion Center and United Indians of All
Tribes Foundation under contract to DER.

PIC staff should continue to work with City Youth
Employment Program, Orion Center, and United Indians
of All Tribes staff to evaluate and improve program
design and results during the second year of the
demonstration.

PIC should continue to fund the demonstration and
should provide increased funding needed to implement
identified improvements in program design and
strengthen job development, placement and follow-up
services.
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United Indians of All Tribes and Orion Center (in
conjunction with Catholic Community Services) should
continue to augment PIC-funded employment
preparation and transition services with educational
programs, counseling, shelter and transitional
housing assistance and other support services
provided under a variety of funding sources.

PIC, DHR, and program operator staff should work
with City and community funding resources to
develop funding and opportunities for transitional
work experience for street youth participants who
are not ready to move directly into the competitive
labor market.

5. for female heads of household and other homeless women In need of specialized
services; Continue, expand and ngietttpnstretl;ieemloent
preparation and transition services currently provided bythe YWCA of Seattle-King County under a grant from King
County United Way.

DHR and United Way should work with the YWCA to
evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of current
service strategies and results for the Specialized
Employment Program for Homeless Women and explore
ways to increase funding in order to hire additional
staff and strengthen and expand job transition and
support services for female shelter clients.

6. for clients receiving treatment and recovering from alcoholism, substance abuse,mental illness and emotional disorders: Develop, fund and implement
appropriate programs _and program referral linkages for
employment preparation, job training and transition - in
conjunction with effective case management, income
support and transitional housing strategies.

Effective systems of treatment, case management,
transitional housing and support services are not
currently in place for persons who are recovering from
alcoholism and other serious disorders. Specialized
employment service strategies should be developed in
conjunction with the development of these systems.

Inter-departmental City staff assigned to homeless
initiatives should work with employment specialists
from public and private non-profit agencies, staff
in the County-funded alcohol and mental health
systems and other community funding sources to
identify the employment-related service needs of the
population in treatment and to develop appropriate
service strategies, funding options and program
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referral linkages for assisting these clients in
making an effective employment transition.

THE ROLE OF BUSINESS

While government entities and community service agencies will
bear responsibility for much of the work involved in planning
and carrying out the initiatives iccommended in this study,
the active support of the business community is a critical
factor in the successful implementation of any employment
initiative. Soma of the ways in which business associations,
corporations, labor unions, and individual business and labor
representatives can contribute to the effort to facilitate
effective employment transition for homeless clients are
summarized below.

Identify the development and expansion of employment
initiatives as a community priority in attacking the
problem of homelessnesu.

Assist in publicizing and advocating the need for
employment transition programs and services targeted at
potential workers within the homeless population.

Organize and participate in fundraising campaigns;
contribute resources to support the development and
expansion of employment initiatives.

Serve on program development Exid design committees;
assist in establishing program target.mg and performance
criteria and selecting service providers for new
employment transition programs.

Serve on program business advisory boards; encourage
existing programs to upgrade and expand -lob training and
employment transition services for homeless clients.

Provide support and technical assistance in developing
"enterprise" projects designed to generate income and
provide transitional work experience for homeless clients
while providing useful services for business,
neighborhood and community groups.

Contact job training/employment transition programs to
provide baseline information on hiring needs and skills
requirements for your organization or industry.

Use job training/employment transition programs as a
resource for recruiting and hiring qualified homeless
workers.
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Excerpt from Seattle-,King County Private Industry Council, City
of Seattle Department of Human Resources and Employment Initiatives
Steering Committee, "Employment Initiatives for the Homeless,"
September, 1986.
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EXHIBIT A

An ordinance amenling the Loa Mgelee Municipal Code

to guentt the establishmentof shelters tot the homeless

SutOeCt to Zoning Administratoc approval in the 53. KI. 142 and

,t3 /ones.

THE PEOPLE Or THE CITY OP LOS AXCLLES

DO ORDAIN AS POLUNS:

Section 1. Section 12.03 of the Los Angeles municipal

Code if hereby amended by adding in propor alphabetical

sequence a de'',ation of 'Shelter for the soseleas' to road as

follows:

Sbelter lot the Homeless - residential facility.

Operated by a provider, other than a 'cohmOdity care

facility' as defined In Chifocnia Sealth end Safety

Code Section 1502. which provides temporary

accommodations to homeless persona end/or families pod

which meet the standards for shelters contained in

Title 25, California Administtative Code, Pact 1,

Chaptet P. Subchapter 12, Section 7972. The tern

temporary accommodations' means that a homeless

person or family will be allowed to reside at the

shelter tot time period not to exceed xis months.

For the purpose of this definition, a 'provider" shall

Dean a government agency or private non-profit

organtistion witch of cOnciacts with

recognised community organisations to provide,

emergency or temputary shelter for the homeless, and

which has been certified by the Community Development

Department of the city of Los Angels, to beet all

applicable requirements as such which ace contained in

the California Health and Safety Code and the

California Administrative Code.

Soc. 2. Subsection I of Section 12.27 of the

Los Angeles municipel Code is hereby amended by adding a new

Subdivision 12 to read as follows:

12. to permit the estaolishment and operation of a

shelter for the homeless (as defined in Section 12.03

of this Cede) containing not sots than 30 beds and

designed to serve not sore than 30 potions in the 53.

Ml, n2 and M3 tones .nd to permit a reduction in the.

numaer of off-stieet eutomooile packing specs. for

Such use to ten percent of tne number otherwise

required oy Section 12.21 A 4 of this Code. provided

net to no event snail lees than two ewes be

provided. A loning.hoministretos way Impose

reasonable conoitions on the :gent of !MCA permission.

' (41 An'application for
peCnisston pursuant to this

subdivision shall be set tot public hearing, and

notice shall be given in the same manner as for a

use variance which is
set tot hearing as provided

for in Section 12.27 0 3(b) of this Code, except

that a determination cf
an application for

permission pursuant to this subdivision shall be

made by a Zoning Administrator
within 10 days of

the tiling of an application.

(b) lefore approving an application pursuant to this

subdivision a toning Administrator shall sate all
of the following findings:

(1) that the proleOt is
consistent with the

vaolous elements and objectives of the

General Plan;

(2) that the prortet would have no substantial

adverse !apace on properties or improvements

in the surrounding
neighborhood:

(3) that there is not an
over-concentration of

shelters for the homeless in the surrounding

area: and

(41 that the land use. and
development in the

Immediate vicinity of the subject site will

got constitute an immediate of potontibl

hasacdto occupants of the shelter,

(c) Aftet making a detetainat) pursuant to this

subdivision, the toeing Administrator shall

notify,:ln wilting, the applicant and owners of

all ProPectiso Abutting, actoes the street or

they ftos, or having a common corner with the

subject property, of his or het determination.

The applicant or may aggrieved person may appeal

a bOtOiSlttatLOO of the Zoning Administrator to

the board of Zoning Appeals ib the imam Monet as

pcemcribod by Section 12.29 of this Code, except

that the baud *ball sake its determination

within 5 Says of the filing of an appeal.

Sec. 7. Subsection b of Section 11.01 of the

Los Aogelo Mmeiciper Cods is hereby amended by adding a new

tee tot 'Inquest to Establish a Shelter for the boneless as

provided La Seeties 12.27 112' immediately following

'Interpretation et Pue6 Esilbt Limitatiom as provided for 10

Sections 12.27-2 1 mad 12.27.1 2. to read as follows:

Type of
applicmtiom

Flat Pee fee for
Appeal to head

Request to tatablyma
a shelter for the
Saseless as otootood for
In Section 12.27 I 12

$340.00 One -salt riling
tee

ENCLOSURE #5 4I.



Sec. !,......_._:......._..The City Clerk stall certify to iht mutt of this

ordinance umicsumethesanutotepubhsholinforredadyncvspestrpnntedand
publiiholintheCityofLosAngsks.

lherebyczrUfythaithe fa:clang ordinance vu passed bythel:ounaloftue

City of Loa Angelo. at iu mastitis of.....111H.1.8.41.9a.-......

ELIAS MARTINEZ. City Cleft.

y A fe, e. 41. a Keil
Deputy,

f Mayo
File Flo...4A:.-2.121:S 1'37c4 tqg ,Fe Sle.)

ORDIMAMCL NO.
161427

An ordinance amending the toe Angeles Municipal Code

to pecalt the establishment of shelters for the hoeeleso in the

14, IS, C2, C4, CS and CM :ones as a setter of eight.

T12 Pe0711 OP TES Clt/ OP 1.3S AM.1/11

DO 01011M AS POL1CmSt

Section 1. Section 12.03 of the Lop Angeles Municipal

Cadets hereby asended by adding in proper alphabetical

sequence definition of *Shelter for the Someless to reed as

galleys:

J.
.

Abeltec fotstigposelees - a residential isfiLlty.

operated by e'ipeovidee. other than 4 conmamity care

facility as dmeani4in California Meath and Safety

Code Section 1502, 'abide sgovids temporary

aciommodationn.to homeless persons and/or families and

which 044t4 the stas4etdm for shelties contained is

Title 25, California AdmlnisttatiVe Code, Peat 1,

Cftapter P, Subenaptee 12, Section 7972. The term

tempoesey accommodation°. 24444 that a loveless

person or family will .4 allore4 to tumid* st the

shelter for time period not to exceed six 'oaths.

Per the purpose of this definition, a guilder stall

mean government agency or private eon- profit

isegaalsation vetch ptevides, dt comteae4 with

recognised community crganisstions to provide,

emergeacy or.tespocaey shelter for the homelesst and

which has bean certified by the Cemmanity Development

Departmmt of the City of Los Angeles to meet al.

applicable requirements as such valcb are contained in

tn. California Seelth and safety Code and the

California Aesinistcative Code.

5t

p 2.

Sec. 2. Subsection A of Section 12.11 of the

Los Angeles municipal Code ts hereby amended by adding a new

Subdivision 17 to read:

13. Shelter fat the homeless les defined in Section

12.03 of this Coda) containing not sore than 30 beds

and designed to serve not more than 30 persons.

!scope within the Central City Community Plan stern,

any /West for the homeless established pursuant to

this subdivision shall be located at least 400 feet

ftoo another such shelter. The lnimus numbec of

off-street parting spaces provided in conjunction with

such use shall cosply with the requirements of Section

12.21 A 4(w) of this Code.

Sec. 3, Subsection A of Section 12.14 of the

,L48 Angeles Municipal Code Is hereby amended by adding new

Subdivision 44 to read as follows:

44. Shelter for the homeless (a defined in Section

12.03 of this ' 'e) containing not mote than 30 beds

and designed to serve not more than 30 persons.

trcept within the Central City Community Plan area,

any shelter for the homeless established pursuant to

this subdivision shall be located at least 400 feet

from aucndet such shelter. rot residential yard

Legultementa if tale section shall not apply to a

shelter to an existing non-cesidentisl building. The

minimum number of off-street parting spaces provided

in conjunction with such use shall comply with the

cquitements of Section 12.21 A.4(0 of this Code.

Sec. 4. Subdivision 1 of Subsection A of Section

12.17.1 of the Lae Angeles minlcipal Code is amended to read as

tollows:

1. Any use permitted in the C2 ions, provided that

la use are conducted in full compliance with

of the regulations of s!id Tees. OiCept that

244ft uses may be condutd as wholesale

pest /About linitatlon on the floor acs
used for storage. Provided further that

resift:at/0 uses stall be pstaittd bet shell be

lialtvd to skeltecs for the homeless 444 those

e gos permlated in the I: eltlple acsidintial

Some welch 81411 be is oomplisdce vita all the

regulation' of the *3 Some. /Tovide: further

that the following use: ass pconisited in the CM

Some:

(a) ceurcnos,



(D) child tats iacilities of nursety schools

unless Pie Oilf CS, by Section 12.22 A 3 or

approved pursuant to the provIsion of

Section 12.241

(c) fraternity or sorority houses or 6ocaltorisst

(d) hospitals or sanitariums approved

pursuant to the provisions of Section 12.241

(*) museums or Messiest

if! schools or educational Inatitutionr.

Sec. S. Subdivision 4 of Subsection A of Section

12.21 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code Is hereby amendel by

adding s new 7atagrapn (w) to read ss follovet

(v) Shelter for the KOMOL444 . The number of

automobile parting spaces requited for 4 sheltet for

the homeless'` as defined In Section 12.03 of this

Code, located within 1,000 feet al a public transit

stop, may he (educed to 2S percent of the number

otbeivise required by paragreptis (a) through (v).

Inclusive, of this Subdivision 4, but in no event 1ess

than two specss for toy such shelter. The 041404V of

automobile parting spaces 'required for a shelter for

the boneless as defined in Section 12.03 of this

Code, located 1,000 felt or more from a public transit

stop, may be reduced to 2S parokat of the number

othetvise required h; paragtaphs (a) thcomin (v).

inclusive, of this Subdivision 1, plus two spedee.

See. 6 The C17 Out sha artily to the Meat* of this

online= and clue the suns to be published in some daily nceropeper primed and
pubils)ad la the City of Los Afiff JCL

hereby catty that the Corepc.e4 ordinance yea passed by the Coutxil o( the

City dice Atteeics, et its memos o(---la1.. a1924.
ELIAS MA RTNEZ. City Clerk.

A
WM 27 MG

File No-411.2.121:11..

Si
Deputy.

493700E4
4-90 s-21

Marx.



EXHIBIT B
APPLICATION IOR SHFLTER CERTIFICATION

flrase t:ubmit this form to. Community Development ftepartmont
Human Seryir.s & Neighorhond Development Division
ATTN Sue Cleere Flores. Oirector

2U W 6th Street. (11i Flnor
Los Angeles. Ca Idol ma 90014

The Lndo signed certifies to the follnwing

1 Temporary shelter shall be a.ailable to rrisidents for no more than six (6)
months. Including eopusions Such ser%I:es shall be available -it no cost to
all residents of a provider's shelter or sh..tters;

2 staff and services shall be provided to assist residents to obtain permanent
shelter and income. Such services shall be available at no cost to all
residents of a shelter or shelters;

3. grant funds shall be used to provide shelter only for homeless persons whose
current gross income does not exceed 185 percent of the State of California Aid
to Families with Dependent Children needs standard pursurant to Sections 11267
and 11450 of the Welfare and Institutinns Code:

4 the provider shall not discriminate in any services provided;

S the provider shall not reguir articipatinn by residents in any religious or
philosophical ritual, service. eating or rite as a condition of -licubility for
shelter; and

6. the provider shall be able to sei ve non-English speaking persons if such persnns
are expected to be served by the provider s programs.

Signature

Date

Are you a Public Aooncy?

Are you a Non-profit?

Operating Agency Name:

Address:

Phone Number:

Contact Person:

Site Address:

Current Zoning*:

General Plan Designation":

*This informatinn may be obtained at the Planning Public Counter. flrinm 180.; City HA

**If Inning & General Plan Designation differ, rail Planning Denartrmint, 485.7826

Please attach a core of your currant California Tax Fxamptenn to this application

38700ev 0 'OA



EXHIBIT C

OFFICE OF ZONING ADMINISTRATION

APPLICATION FOR SHELTER FOR THE HOMELESS
Sec. 12.27 I 12 of the Municipal Code

(Ordinance No. 161,426)

ELIGIBILITY: Facilities of 30 beds or less, located in the R3, Ml, M2and M3 zones, certified by the Community Development Department of the Cityof Los Angeles, and which otherwise meet the definition of Shelter for the
Homeless in Section 12.03 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code. Parking may bereduced to as much as 10 percent of required and decisions are appealable tothe Board of Zoning Appeals as in Section 12.28.

TO THE OFFICE OF ZONING ADMINISTRATION

The undersigned applicant
(PRINT applicant's name)

requests the permission under Section 12.27 I 12 of the Los Angeles Vlunicip-1Code to use the building on the following described property for the operationof a shelter for the homeless as defined in Section 12.03 of the Los Angeles
Municipal Code.

Located in the zone at
(street address)

between and street in

the District, on District Map No.

Exact Legal Description
being

of said property

a map of which showing property within ZOO feet and Property S'svners List arehereto attached and made a part hereof (see instructions).

What type of building is to be used and to what use is it now de,c-ed? (Givenumber of stories, number of rooms and number in present family or g -oupoccupying the dwelling unit.)

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY

DM NO. ZONE CD PLANNING AREA CT

DATE APPLICATION DEEMED COMPLETE AND FILED:
'nitials



1. What the distance from the subject property to the nearest shelter for
the honeless in the vicinity. feet.

1... Please describe any programs, activities, or management procedures ofthe shelter that would enable it to fit into the character of thesurrounding neighborhood? (Attach a separate sheet if necessary.)
3. Please provide a listing of any other shelters for the homeless in the areasurrounding the subject site.

4. Please describe the land uses and development in the immediate vicinity of
the proposed shelter. List and describe any uses which may constitute
an immediate or potential hazard to occupants of the shelter.

Application Reviewed and Acceoted by Date

Application Fee

Receipt No.

O.S.S. Fee Total :"ee



APPLICANTS AFFIDAVIT

STATE OF CALIFORNIA )

CITY OF LOS ANGELES ) SS.
COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES )

We,
I,

(PRINT applicant's name)

being duly sworn, depose and say that the foregoing statements and answers
herein contained are true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief
and that if the Zoning Administrator perrr;ssion hereby requested is granted
that the floor space of the building in question will not be increased nor be so
rearranged that it would reasonably preclude the use of such building for
-purposes otherwise permitted in the zone in which the property is 'ocated:
:ha'. the Community Development Department of the City of Los Angees has
c:-:rtified that the applicant has met all applicable requirements of the California
Health and Safety Code and the California Administrative Code; and that the
undersigned will comply with the conditions and lir itations imposed by the
Zoning Administrator and other public agencies and will apply for and obtain
any required permits.

Phone No.: Signed:

Subscribed and Sworn before me this

Notary Public

(maiiing adciress)

day of 19

This is to zertify that the foregoing application has been inspected by me and
has been ound to be thorough and complete in ever/ partict.lar and to
conform to :he requirements of the Chief Zoning Administrator governing the
filing of such application.

State below the name, address and
phone lumber of person(s) to be
contacted or details, if Dther than
above signatory.

Name
Address
Dt.one No.

CP-7743 (9/11/86)

Excerpt from Shelter Partnership, "City of Los Ang=les Shelter
Ordinances: Interpretive nemorandum," February 19C7.

0:-.,
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Minimum Requirements for Emergency Shelters Page 5

V. Minimum Requirements for Shelters
Requesting City Operating & Capital Improvement Funds

An emergency shelter provides crisis relief for the homeless on
a daily basis with no fee or religious participation required. It
provides the basic needs of a place to sleep, humane care, reasonable
security, safety, and referrals to other agencies.

The following requirements are categorized as Essential
(E) or Desirable (D). A shelter is expected to comply 100%
with the essential requirements and 70% with the desirable
requirements. In order to receive city funds, shelters will
be asked to answer "Yes" or "No" to the following statements,
and to sign their responses.

A. Administration

Yes No
(E) 1. Our shelter is a legal entity according to the / / / /

provisions of Chapter 1702 of the Revised Code
(that is, we are a non profit corporation).

Yes No
(E) 2. Our shelter shall have a policy statement which / / / /

includes out' shelter's purpose(s), population
served, program(s) description, shelter
criteria and a non discrimination policy. Our
shelter does not require religious partici-
pation, and does not discriminate on the basis
of race, religion, or natural origin.

(D) 3. Our shelter has an organization chart
delineating the administrative responsi-
bilities of all persons working in the shelter.

(D) 4. Our shelter has space designated for securing
all documents in order to insure client
confidentiality.

Yes No
// //

Yes No

// //
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B. Personnel

(E) 1. Our she,ter has enough adequately trained on-
site staff persons (paid or volunteer) to meet
the nee.ls of res:dents and insure the safety
of the facility during all hours the facility
is open to residents. (A recommended ratio
during awake hours should be 1 . aff to 50
residents for an adults-only facility, and 1
staff to 25 residents for a facility housing
children.)

Page 6

Yes No

// //

Yes No

(D) 2. Our shelter has a written position description / / / /
for each type of position, which includes at
least job responsibilities, qualifications and
salary range.

(D) 3,

(D) 4.

(D) 5.

Our shelter has written personnel policies
in effect which include at 1ast a Code of
Ethics for all our pc:sr.nnel.

Our shelter's staff has been trained in
emergency evacuation, first aid procedures,
and CPR procedures, and has received on-going
inservice training in counseling skills,
handling tensions in a non-violent manner,
emergency assistance skills, etc.

Our shelter has an organized method of
selecting and training all volunteers. In
addition, volunteers have job descriptions
and identifiable lines of authority.

C. Fiscal Management

Yes No

// //

Yes No

// //

Yes No

// //

Yes No
(E) 1. Our shelter carries out fiscal activities which / / / /

are consistent with sound financial practices
based upon a budget approved by our board.



Minimum Requirements for Emergency Shelters

(0) 2. Our shelter has records of accountability for
any client's funds or valuables we are holding
or managing.

(0) 3. Our shelter has received an independent audit
and will make available all financial records
as may be required by the City.

D. Procedures

(E) 1. Our shelter has written policies for intake
procedures and criteria for admitting people
to our shelter.

Page 7

Yes No

/ / / /

Yes No

/ / / /

(E) 2. Our shelter reads to all residents our house
rules, regulations, and disciplinary
procedures; ask residents to sign a copy,
and/or posts a copy in a conspicuous place.

(E) 3. Our shelter keeps a daily office log which
documents the activities of each shift, and
any unusual or special situations and
instructims regarding special clients (such
as, children, medicine, illness, etc.). Our
shelter requires the staff person in charge
of each shift to sign the log for that shift.

Yes No

/ / / /

Yes No

/ / / /

Yes No

/ / / /

Yes No

(D) 4. Our shelter maintains an attendance list which / / /
includes at least, name, age, and sex of all
persons residing in our shelter.

Yes No

(0) 5. Our shelter refers people to the appropriate / / / /
shelter or agency if we cannot provide shelter.

Yes No

(D) 6. Our shelter provides all residents with a one / / / /
page handout which summarizes our program, or
posts a copy in a conspicuous place.
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E. Medicalrlialm
(E) 1. Our shelter has available at all times first

aid equipment and supplies in case of a

medical emergency.

(D) 2. Our on duty shelter staff has available a

life squad phone number.. Our shelter's staff
rely on life squad personnel or a physician
to determine medical status.

Page 8

Yes No

// //

Yes No

// //

Yes No

(0) 3. Our shelter has at least one staff person / / / /

on duty who is trained in emergency first
aid procedures.

Yes No

(D) 4. Our shelter has a written policy regarding the / / / /

possession and use of controlled substances,
prescription medicine and over-the-counter
medication.

F. Food Service

(E) 1. (For shelters which provide food service):
Our shelter has made adequate provisions for
sanitary storage and preparation for food.

(E) 2. (For shelters which serve infants, young
children, or pregnant women): Our shelter
has made provisions to meet their nutritional
requirements.

(D) 3. (For she' zrs which do not provide food
services). Our shelter has a nearby food
system available for our residents.

G. 5.2121t

(E) 1. Our shelter has a fire safety plan,
including a fire detection system.

(E) 2. Our shelter has an emergency evacuati
plan posted.

L.,

Yes No

// //

Yes No

// //

Yes No

/ / / /

Yes No

/ / / /

Yes No

/ / / /
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(E) 3. Our shelter has an office phone to contact
fire or emergency squad or police.

H. Equipment & Environment

(E) 1. Our shelter has a housekeeping and
maintenance plan.

(E) 2. Our shelter provides each person with at
least a crib or ced with linen, or a mat.

(0) 3. Our shelter has an adequate ventilation and
heating system.

(D) 4. Our shelter is clean and in good repair.

(E) 5. Our shelter has reasonable access to public
transportation.

(0) 6. Our shelter has adequate and separate toilets,
wash basins, and shower facilities for men
and women.

(0) 7. Our shelter has private space in which to meet
with individual residents.

(0) 8. Our shelter has laundry facilities available
to residents, or access to laundry facilities
nearby.

(0) 9. Our shelter has secure storage for checking
in/out residents' personal belongings.

Shelter Director Chairperson, 8c1rL of Trustees

YAMOI
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Yes No

// //

Yes No

// //

Yes No

// //

Yes No

/ / //

Yes No

// //

Yes No

// //

Yes No

/I //

Yes No

// //

Yes No

// //

Yes No

// /

Date: Date:

Excerpt frcm City of Cincinnati, Human Services Division,
"Minimum Shelter Requirements for Emergency Shelters," June 1986.
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State and Local Perspectives

Portland's Special Programs
for Special Populations
by Marian Milligan

In Portland, special energy assistance pro-
grams are answering tho needs of downtown
populations historically not served by regular
social services agencies: the homeless and
the residents of skid road area hotels are get-
ting help through a merchandise program
and a shelter vendor program. Designed to
aid the homeless in their struggle to stay
wal*,n during the cold winter months, and to
help skid road residents afford the energy
costs of their rooms, the programs exemplify
Oregon's commitment to serve as wide a
range of low-income households as possible.

History of the Programs

Administered by Burnside Projectsa non-
profit corporation that is part of Portland's
Community Action Agencyenergy assist-
ance is one of many services offered to the
needy. For the past five years, Burnside Proj-
ects, which incorporates eight distinct project
areas, has been providing an emergency
night shelter, public showers, alcoholism
treatment, mental health services, corrections
services (recognizance for pre-trial release),
money management and check endorsing,
transitional housing, and emergency assist-
ance. (Burnside provides energy assistance
benefits as part of the emergency assistance
program.) Burnside, with its staff of thirty, and
a core of volunteers from churches, busi-
nesses, civic groups, and the Burnside
neighborhood, serves 8,000 clients every
year, of these, over 2,5C0 receive energy
assistance.

The clients of Burnside Projects are low-
income elderly (many of them shut-ins),
transients and homeless. Many of them are
handicapped. A large number live in single-
room-occupancy hotels and another 500 to
1,000 either sleep in emergency shelters or
on the streets.

A variety of factors, including increased
energy costs, have resulted in closures of

many of the low-income hotels in the area.
Those hotels which are still open have had
drastic rent increases, and do not heat their
buildings adequately, if at all. One hot::: was
without oil for days at a time in December and
January; indoor temperatures were in the low
30s and 40s. Many hotels are only heated for
a few hours in the late afternoon and by even-
ing are cold again. Both the homeless and
the hotel residents are therefore "energy
poor."

Since the beginning of the Low-Income
Energy Assistance Program (LIEAP), Oregon
State Community Services has been con-
cerned with these special urban populations.
It was felt that UEAP benefits should go not
only to those who pay rent but to those who
cannot afford adequate housing due to high
energy costs. The merchandise and the
shelter vendor programs address this basic
issue.

The Merchandise Program

The merchandise program is designed to
meet the needs for warmth of the poorest and
most. vulnerable citizensthe homeless.
Within downtown Portland it is estimated that
2,000 individuals reside in temporary night
shelters, on the streets, under bridges, in
automobiles, in abandoned buildings, in door-
ways, in parks, in missions, and in idle rail-
road boxcars. These individuals include the
unemployed and the underemployed, grand-
parents and children, men and women, alco-
holics and the chronically mentally ill, as well
as the disabled and the disillusioned.

Homeless individuals have virtually no ac-
cess to heated buildings or warm clothing in
the winter months and are particularly vulner-
able to illnesses related to exposure to cold
and wet weather. in order to keep the home-
less as warm as possible and to reduce the
incidence of exposure-related illness, for the
past four years Burnside Projects has dis-
tributed sleeping bags and warm winter
jackets to the hon.eless of Portland. This mer-
chandise is purchased in bulk orders from
local manjfacturers with LIEAP program
funds.



bag.

centers, shelters, and Food Stamp offices
informing the homeless of their possible eligi-
bility for a warm winter jacket and sleeping

providers is invaruable in verifying homeless-
ness. A simple form has been developed for
homeless applicants: the form must be com-
pleted by a staff member at the agency where
the applicant eats or sleeps;-it establishes the

serv-
ices programs and the length of such
applicant's involvement in area social serv-

involvement.

The cooperation of area shelters and food

Notices are posted in missions, clean-up

Burnside Projects schedules specific ap-
pointment times for the homeless to apply ';or
LIEAP assistance. At that time, the applicant
must submit the homelessness verification
form, and complete an application; eligibility
is then determined, and each eligible home-
less applicant rece;ves a warm winter jacket
and/or a sleeping bag. The name of the' ap-
plicant is written in indelible ink in the lining
of the jacket and on the sleeping bag.

The staff of Burnside Projects believe, and
local health clinics and hospitals concur, that
the merchandise program has succeeded in
significantly reducing the number of weather-
related illnesses ar -1 deaths of homeless
citizens in Portland. . arm winter jackets and
sleeping bags greatly reduce the chill of
sleeping outdoors and standing in the rain
waiting in line for admittance to shelters that
open in tipa evening. Even inside the shelters,
the homeless need sleeping bags to keep
warm. The staff here have been deeply
touched by the outpouring of gratitude ex-
pressed by th , homeless recipients of .the
merchandise.

In addition, by serving the homeless with
merchandise, the staff have had the oppor-
tunity to inform homeless individuais about
other social services available to them. These
include Food Stamps, welfare, rent assist-
ance programs, job training, social security
benefits, alcohol treatment programs, and
mental health counseling programs. By pro-
viding this information, as well as referrals,

Burnside Projects staff hope to reduce the
number of homeless.

Shelte: Vendor Program

Over 96 percent of low-income residents in
the city of Portland who reside in area hotels
have their heating costs inclucJed in their rent.
The ever-increasing cost of heat has made
it very difficult for people on fixed incomes
and low incomes to afford the corresponding
rising cost of their rent. Many are unable to
keep up with skyrocketing hotel rates on their
meager incomes and are forced to join the
rznks of the homeless. The Shelter Vendor
Program is intended to kelp low-income hotel
residents pay for the energy costs associated
with their dwelling units.

Large sums of money have traditionally not
been handled well in the Burnside area of
Portland. Theft, loss, and alcoholic drinking
are problems that assail neighborhood resi-
dents. The shelter vendor program circum-
vents these problems.

In order to aid low-income residents of
downtown hotels afford their energy costs
during the winter months, the proportional
amount of the monthly rent attributable to
heating costs was determined; this turned out
to be an average of S50 a month. A procedure
was established to help tenants pay their
energy costs without putting large sums of
cash into their hands. In addition, a procedure
was chosen which would benefit the applicant
at the time of application, rather than at the
time of check issuance.

This procedure consists of signing cot -
tracts with area hotel owners obligating them
to reduce the rent of an eligible UEAP house-
hold by the amount equal to the energy costs
of heating the room. This reduction occurs
each month for four consecutive months.
Hotel operators, by signing the contract, ate
assured that UEAP payments are made
directly to the hotel in the amount equal to
the total amount of energy costs deducted
from the rent. If a LIEAP applicant vacates
the hotel room before receiving the full
e lergy assistance benefit for which the

6 .)
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household is eligible, the hotel is obligated
to issue a refund check. The check is sent
to Burnside Projects for reissuance to the
client or the new lodging facility. Because o:
the severity of insulation and weatherization
problems in area hotels, low-income hate!
residents also have the option of taking a
warm winter jacket and sleeping bag. If the
applicant elects this option, the wholesale
value of the merchandise is deducted from
the amount of the assistance grant made
available tc the hate! operator.

Burnside Projects developed a standard
form to aid hotels in maintaining the records
necessary for the proper functioning and
supervision of the program. Twenty-six area
hotels, containing a total of 1,743 rooms,
became shelter vendors during this year's
program in the downtown Portland area. A
monthly occupancy check keeps track of
the clients. There were 1,647 payments made
to hotels during the five months of the
prcaram.

The advantages of the shelter vendor pro-
gram are many. Low-income residents get
program benefits from the day of application,
rather than having to wait for check process-
ing. Many who would have been evicted from
area hotels are now able to stay in warm hotel
rooms during the winter months A ;th the help
of the energy subsidy. Close contacts are
developed with hotel operators making it
possible for agency staff to insure that the
hotels adhere to city and county housing
regulations concerning heat and hygiene.
Since more people are now able to afford
shelter vendor hotel rooms, the hotel vacancy
rate has dropped dramatically. From Decettt-
ber to April, the occupancy rate at shelter
vendors was virtually 100 percent. This is a
strong incentive for hotels to participate in the
program. This program also insures that
energy assistance tunas go primarily for
energy costs as interidea and avoids the
problems associated with giving cash to
sometimes vulnerable tenants. Finally, by tak-

. irlg applications in the lobbies ci hotels,
Outreach to the disabled. elderly, and home-
bound is maximizea.

Summery

-2pissa.N., II.Mir flIMlimMalle

As Burnside Projects compiles its final statis-
tics, some :nteresting facts have come to light
about this past year's energy assistance
programs. Burnside Projects served. 2.267
households for a total of 3,588 individual's.

' Other 'related' statistics are;

51 households had children under 6:
392 households had someone over 60;

a 412 households had a member who was
empioyod. but income was still low
enough tc qualify;
1,057 households had some handi-
capped;
1,271 households were applying for tne
first time, althauch energy assistance
has bean available for four years;
only 931 households received Food
Stamps, although all were eligible;
205 households had a Native American
member:
1,144 households had incomes from 30
to $1999; and,
631 households had incomes from
S2,000 to 33,999.

The majority of people served by Burnside
Projects have been affected by the economy
or are on fixed incomes. They have very little
mobility. Many of them don't wish to be in the
downtown area, but have migrated there
because of the low-priced housing. The pro-
portion of alcoholics and mentally disabled
is smaller than anticipated. Many of the Bum-
side Projects' clients are looking for jobs, but
have trouble finding them. On the average,
they are younger than the stereotypical
"street person."

Oregon State Community Services pro-
vides energy assistance benefits to over
92.000 households each year: serving the
needs cf Portland's special. downtown area
residents is an integral part of Oregon's pro-
gram. The merchandise program and the
shelter vendor program are also supported by
the board of the Community Action Acency of
Portland, which feels that these programs
serve the purpose of the Low-Income home



Energy Assistance Act, that of assisting
households to meat the costs of home
energy.

For further irformation about either pro-
gram, please contact:

Bobby Weinstock or Bob Skall
LIEAP Coordinators
Burnside Projects
523 N.W. Everett
Portland. Oregon 97210
(503) 222.9382

Cr

?Marian Milligan
State Community Services
Oregon Department of Human Re-

sources
303 Public Service Building
Salem, Oregon 97310
(503) 378-4729 0

Energy Assistance Program
Monitoring and Evaluation: The
Maryland Model
by Shirley E. Marcus

Energy assistance is one of the most critical
of the human services; indeed, it may
sometimes mean the difference between life
and death. In Maryland, over 627 million was
spent lost year to provide this vital aid to
86,000 low-income families. A program of this
importance and scope requires a systematic
approach to monitoring and evaluation:
sound methodologiesenabling administra-
tors to assess whether or not the program is
meeting its goalsare integral to the efficient
delivery of services. Maryland's Energy As-
sistance Program (HEAP) has developed an
effective monitoring and evaluation process,
whose coal is to provide administrators with
an accurate picture of the program so that
further improvements can be made.

Internal Program Monitoring

The State began refining its monitoring pro-
cedures by making substantial changes in

staffing. Moving away from the concept of
specialists monitoring only one program,
Maryland established the Central Is' onitoring
Unit (CMU). This is a team of generalists, who
are responsible for monitoring energy assist-
ance, weatherization and community serv-
ices. The State also sepirated the technical

. assistance and monitoring functions, asking
at least one staff person within each program
to be responsible for technical assistance to
the State's 10 iocal administering agencies.
This centralized approach to monitoring is far
more cost-e.fective and avoids duplication.

The next step for the State was to develop
a comprehensive approach to monitoring that
would shed lig.lt on every phase of the energy
assistance program.

Monitoring begins with the Operational
Readiness Review: during the first two weeks
of the program the monitoring staff perform
on-site visits at the local agencies. The pur-
pose of this review is to find out if local ad-
ministering agencies have established the
appropriate internal control procedures, pro-
vided training for staff and volunteers, and
obtained supplies of materials necessary for
outreach, intake certification and check is-
suance. The monitoring staff also t:sts a
small sample of certified applications. The
local administering agency receives imme-
diate feedback regarding any program modifi-
cations that need to be made. In this way
Maryland offers its local agencies quality con-
trol analysis that has an immediate impact on
intake and certification procedures.

Next follows the Comprehensive Monitoring
Review. This review analyzes the administra-
tive, financial and programmatic aspects of
local programs. The review is the responsi-
bility of the Central Monitoring Unit and nor-
mally occurs four to six weeks after the ro-
gram begin:.

The CMU verifies the data on the most recent
monthly administrative and benefit reports
submitted by the local agencies. The CMU
also gathers productivity data for intake
workers, certifiers and outreach staff. Finally,
the CMU examines a random sample of

Excerpt from Welfare Management Institute, "State and Locate

Perspectives," Exchange, Vol. 5, No. 1.

6.0



ENCLOSURE #8

NEW YORK SHELTER EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM

An employment program for homeless people in New York City
started April 6, 1986, as a six month demonstration project with
homeless men at Harlem Men's Shelter, following ii request from the
Mayor to provide work opportunities for able-boliied men who wanted
jobs.

The city, through the Department of Employment, hired three
community based organizations with a good track record to wo-k on
site with interested residents. During the first three months of
the pilot they worked intensively to get out the word about the
program, identify men interested in participating and bring services
directly to them to ensure success. The Department of Employment
had a three person management team located in the shelter to oversee
the project, capture information on the computer and for general
problem solving purposes. A homeless man was hired to inform others
of the program and generate interest. The three community based
organizations conducted assessments of job skills and other
strengths/needs; matched those with skills to potential jobs using
the Dictionary of Occupational Titles; prepared resumes; and
identified employers. Initially the most employable persons
(skilled and interested) were selected to participate. The city
also provided funds for necessary clothing and gave each employed
individual $7.00 per day for transportation and lunch until their
first paycheck arrived. About ninety men were employed during the
pilot period in construction, messenger and general labor jobs which
paid an average wage of $4.23/hour.

The program was designed as a four track system:

In Track I, the most employable people were identified
and matched with appropriate jobs.

In Track II, clients were placed in unsubsidized
employment three days per week and paid on a daily
basis. Two days per week they attended alcohol/drug
abuse counseling sessions. In this track, an
individual could progress to four days of work and one
day of counseling and eventually to five full days of
work. Then they would be placed in Track I.

In Track III, participants were trained in programs
funded through the Job Training Partnership Act. This
track was not successful in the pilot program because
there was no pay. Only eighteen men were willing to
participate.

Track IV was targeted at men who were unlikely to
maintain long term employment, but wanted to earn
money. They were offered work from employers
requesting day laborers. In the pilot program
eighty-one men worked for over 1,000 employers.
Thirty-two decided on long term work. However, this
part of the program was not cost - effective and was
later discontinued.

66



In September of 1986, the Harlem Men's Shelter became an
employment shelter. Residents can only remain in the shelter if
they are participating in the employment program. Later a second
employment shelter was opened in Brooklyn. Men are told about the
program at other city shelters and referred if they express interest
in participating. The Harlem shelter has about 200 beds; the one in
Brooklyn has 450 beds. Both shelters are always full. Those who
obtain jobs can stay up to six weeks - by then they must either find
permanent housing or move to a transitional shelter. Some return to
homes of family or other relatives.

The men's program is now firmly established with the referral
system, two employment shelters and transition back into the
community. Those who do not find employment or decide not to
participate are placed in other shelters. Those who lose their jobs
may return to the program.

At present the Department of Employment is trying to improve the
rate of pay and is compiling information on job retention after
thirty, sixty and ninety days. They will also be tracking those who
have changed jobs, especially to see if there is any significant
change in wages. Contractors are paid in four installments,
designed to build in incentives for successful placements of
individuals. The first payment is given when the individuals are
enrolled, second payment when they are placed, and third and final
payments are made if they are still on the job after thirty and
sixty days. The cost of the program is about $1,750 per person.
Start-up costs are a little higher.

In April of 1987, a pilot program for woman was started, based
on the men's model. So far they have found Track III to be more
fully utilized by women. Module A of Track III includes a
"brush-up" program in which participants can practice skills needed
for typing, other business machines, cash registers, professional
cleaning equipment and waitressing. Module B includes on-site
individualized instruction. The program is being conducted at the
Lexington Armory Women's Shelter which has about two hundred beds.
So far, thirty-six women have been interviewed and five placed in
jobs.

For more information contact:

Mary Quigley
Assistant Commissioner for Demonstration Programs
New York City Department of Employment
220 Church Street
Room 510
New York, NY 10013
(212)433-674n
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THE CENTER CITY PROJECT

The Center City Project is a coordinated comprehensive stem of ser-
vices developed by the City of Philadelphia's Office of Mental Health and
Mental Retardation to meet the specialized needs of seriously mentally ill
homeless individuals. The Project became fully operctional in February,
1984. Since that time, program components have been added, refined and

modified in order to respond better to the multiple needs of the target
client population. The current service network consists of 21 service sites
that provide aggressive street and shelter outreach, emergency/crisis inter-

. vention services, day programs, and a series of short and long-tem residen-
tial options for the mentally ill homeless. The Office of Mental rlealth and
Mental Retardation (OHM/MR) maintains the overall responsibility for clntin-
uity of care, coordination and linkage of services between component pro-
grams. The Center City Project represents a year-round commitment to pro-
vide a network of mental health and other support services to the homeless.
The project's cunding for FY87 will total $8,275,000 (excluding medical
payments for outpatient, inpatient and partial hospitalization). Of that
amounts $3,042,000 is provided with City rev nues. The balance- of the
funding comes from the State of Pennsylvania.

to

In Philadelphia concerted public and private efforts have been underta-
ken to identify both the numbers of homeless people and the sub-groups that
comprise this population. For example, the Philadelphia Health Management
Corporation completed in 1985 an independent study, "The Philadelphia Emer-
gency Shelter Monitori.g Project," which estimated Vle number of homeless
persons in Philadelphia to be between 10,000 and 13,000 individuals. The
Mayor's Public-Private Task Force on Homelessness, created to oversee the
development of short term emergency services and a long -term strategy,
divides the homeless into four major sub-groups: single, economically
deprived; the chronically mentally ill; families; and substance abusers.

The Task Force estimates that the chronically mentally ill make up 25
percent of the total homeless population. The group of mentally ill home-
less is further divided into two categories: older, passive mentally ill
people, with a history of institutionalization, who have often been without
homes for months or years; and younger, more aggressive severely mentally
ill individuals who typically have an extensive history of short-term con-
tact with mental health, social service, and criminal authorities, The
younger group tends to be intermittently homeless. The City, through its
Center City r. oject, has responded to the needs of both the ol.ler passive
and younger aggressive sub-groups with an array of short aAd long-term
services,

Program Services

Overview

The first specialized service established for homeless mentally ill
persons as part of the Center City Project was a Specialized Care Facility
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(SCF). This intensively supervised residence serves seriously mentally ill
persons who are not commitable under the State Mental Health Act, but who
require a structured treatment program. The Office of Mental Health/Mental
Retardation now contracts for two such facilities and for several other
Community Rehabilitation Residences for the homeless which utilize services
approaches similar to the SCF model. Less structured residences which set
few expectations for clients have been developed to provide an "entry" type
program for individuals who resist structures and rules. These programs,
known as "Respite Care" or "Low Demand Centers," offer services without
imposing many rules. They 4nclude both residential and day programs.
Clients at those facilities are actively encouraged to accept more extensive
mental health services and receive assistance in moving into long-term
residential settings.

Once a small network of residential and day services was developed,
priority was given to the establishment of outreach services. Outreach is
now provided by mobile mental health outreach teams and emergency outreach
teams. A centralized case management service has also been developed which
continuously attempts to improve living conditions and treatment of a case -

load of mentally ill individuals who are currently or who were recently
homeless. A uniform reporting system, specific to the components of the
Center City Project, has been developed and implemented. As a result, this
project has a separate computerized data base which is being utilized to
support case management activities and serves as a basis for management
information and planning.

In 1986, an Emergency Evaluation Center was added to the Center City
Project. This medical /psychiatric program, located in a hospital, provides
comprehensive evaluation services for homeless mentally ill persons who do
not require involuntary psychiatric t-?.atment. This was a particularly
valuable addition to the array of services provided by the Project since all
other mental health emergency rooms give priority to involuntary examina-
tions. Other service components also were added to the Project, as part of
the City's efforts to establish and coordinate municipal responses in winter
emergencies.

Specific components of the Center City Project established before 1987,
included the following:

Mental Health Intake

Crisis Telephone Service -- Two telephone lines, staffed by ..he Office
of Mental Health/Mental Retardation, operate 24 hours a day, 7 days a

week. One line provides direct suicide and crisis intervention ser-
vices to clients in distress, while the other provides administrative
response to re'uests for involuntary mental health commitments and
problems relating to emergency psychiatric examinations and inpatient
hospitalizations. The lines provide the central access point and
information source for Center City Project services. They assess
problems, dispatch assistance and coordinate overall service capacity.

Psychiatric Emergency Centers -- There are seven psychiatric emergency
centers, generally located in hospitals, which provide psychiatric
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emergency care around the clock, seven days a week. This includes
examinations and assessments, crisis intervention, medication, arrange-
ments for inpatient hospitalization, and appropriate follow-up and
referral. Approximately 30 percent of the admissions of acute crisis
cases involve homeless persons.

Crisis Intervention Unit -- The outpatient division of the John F.
Kennedy Mental Health Center was reorganized to include , isis Inter-
vention Unit. This unit provides crisis intervention, evaluation and
medication services primarily for clients in a catchment area whe-e a
large segment of the homeless population tends to wander. The Adult
Services Division of the City's Department of Human Services is located
in this catchment area and makes extensive use of this service.

Emergency Evaluation Center -- A center for medical and psychiatric
evaluation of homeless mentally ill individuals who were not judged to
require involuntary treatment was established in cooperation with
Einstein-Daroff Hospital. From this progrm, persons can be placed in
inpatient care for health or psychiatric treatment at the Hospital or
provided access to mental health residential services. The program can
serve up to eight individuals for observation and evaluation and can
house another ten persons pending examination, placement, or referral.

Outreach Services

Mobile Outreach Teams -- Operated by a Community Mental Health/Mental
Retardation Center, these teams seek mentally ill homeless persons on
the street, in shelters, and in other locations with the purpose of
assisting them in accessing services such as day programs, mental
health care, and residential programs. Case management is provided
once services are accepted.

Mobile Emergency Team -- This Team, which is composed of mental health
rrofessionals skilled in handling acute mental health c "isis and physi-
cian's assistants with emergency medical backgrounds, responds to
reports of emergency situations involving seriously mentally ill per-
sons. It can provide psychiatric evaluations, medication, and refer-
rals to appropriate services. On-going stabilization is provided
through a back-up unit of on-call crisis workers. Approximately 50
percent of all Leans for assistance involve homeless individuals.

Winter Emergency Services -- Operated through the combined efforts of
four Community Mental Health Centers/Mental Retardation Centers, this
effort provides not only emergency outreach during severe winter wea-
ther, but also an emergency triage center where patients are taken
during a winter emergency. Street outreach teams aggressively seek
homeless persons who may be Pt physical risk 6-le to severe winter
conditions and transport those individuals to one of various sites,
including a special mental mental health unit, for ..rtlatment and resi-
dential placement.
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Day Programs

Currently, there are four day rehabilitation programs which are part of
the Center City Project. These programs provide a range of activities
based on levels of functioning. They are designed to improve personal
functioning and self-care skills of severely mentally ill individuals.

Residential Services

Specialized Care Facilities. This program is a highly structured
psychiatric setting designed to serve individuals with severe mental
disabilities who do not present symptoms that would indicate a need for
involuntary psychiatric hospitalization. The two facilities, which
generally serve a younger population, are totally funded by the City
and can serve up to 50 individuals. They are accessible 24 Hours a day
through the OMH/MR Crisis Service.

Community Rehabilitation Residences. There are three highly supervised
community rehabilitation residences that provide a maximum level of
supervision and supnort to severely mentally ill homeless clients of
the Center City Pro,ect. Residents must be stabilized and accl-ptant of
a fell range of rehabilitation services. As a clients' functioning
improves, they are transferred to structured residences. Funding for
these programs is provided primarily by the State.

Long -Term Care Residence. Operated by Catholic Social Services, this
effort represents a model program which combines City funds for resi-
dential living cost and State funds for mental health treatment. The
program provides residential, social rehabilitation, and case manage-
ment services to 24 severely mentally ill women with long histories of
mental illness and homelessness. This special program became necessary
because many of the homeless mentally ill women in the streets often
refuse to go to residences that also serve men.

Residential Placement Services -- Operated by Horizon Houst, this
program provides an array of long-term living arrangements, including
boarding homes and single room occupancy hotels. Case management to
the client provides long-term support.

Inpatient Services

Inpatient services to homeless mentally ill individuals requiring acute
care are provided primarily by the City and its affiliated health care
prov4ders. In July 1986, the City developed a special inpatient pro-
gram with admissions controlled by the Office of Mental Health/Mental
Retardation Crisis Service.

Case Management Services

Through a centralized case management/coordinating unit, the Office of
Mental Health/Mental Retardation provides oversight of the case manage-
ment services for all homeless mentally ill persons who are part of the
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Center City Project. The unit was established in 1986 with funds from
the National Institute of Mental Health. The services provided by this
unit vary "from limited direct intervention to an administrative case
review which focuses upon providing access and maintaining services.
The unit has developed a computerized client tracking system which has
improved the continuity of care for clients and provides information on
service needs for planning purposes.

In addition, three Community Mensal Health/Mental Retardation Centers
and one specialized agency also have case managers and a defined case-
load of the homeless mentally ill persons who are beginning to accept
or have accepted established service programs. In 1986, case manage-
ment was provided to 400 individuals.

Expanded initiatives for 1987

Several new initiatives have been developed as part of the Center City
Project to respond to additional service needs identified by the City De-
partment of Human Services. A significant number of homeless mentally ill
individuals who wet t- the Department's Reception Center for residential
placement were screened by a mental health professional stationed at the
Cercer and found to be in need of ongoing mental health treatment and
r toential support. Many of tho, however, refused referrals to the exist-

j hospital-based evaluation- clter and, as a result, either rerlined at
toe City'. intake site or returnee to the streets. In an effort to relieve
overcrowding at the Reception Center and to improve those persons' access to
mental hea th services, new programmktic stratepies have been developed '.o
serve more effectively this resistant population. The focus of the new
programs has been the creation of a non-hospital based intake point and the
development of new residen'ial options. The proposed programs make extei..
sive use of case managers to gradually engage clients at the City Reception
until they are placed in long-term housing. The new ,trategie- include the
following program components:

Intake

Crisis Specialists -- N:ntal Health professionals are stationed at thz:
City's Reception Center 24 hours, seven days a week to screen

individuals referred by City Social Service workers. Mental health
t.sients are then sent to either the Emergency Evaluatic,n Center or to
the Residential Placement Center.

Residential Placement Day Center -- Homeless mentally ill persons

referred by the Reception Center are assessed ia a non-medical environ-
ment at this program. Staff works with clients on long-terms placement
strategies in a warm, engaging atmosphere. Meals, showers, clean
clothes and opportunities for socialization are offered as a means of
establishing staff/client relationships. The center is open seven

days a week, from 8:00 an to 6:00 pm. The program expected to serve

up to 50 individuals each day.
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Residential Services

Short -tefm Emergency Respite -- This program makes beds available to
clients who have not been placed through the Residential Placement
Center. When that center closes for the night, individuals who have
not been placed are transported to one of two emergency respite sites.
The next morning they return to the Placement Center for continued
placement efforts.

Placement/Rent Subsidies. Subsidy funds are being used to place home-
less mentally individuals in boarding homes, single room occupancy
hotels, and shared apartment dwellings. Several placements using
"purchase of service" agreements have already been made. One goal of
this effort is to spur the development of a wider range of long-term
placement options. Mental health agencies with existing boarding
home/SRO af.iliations are submitting plans to OMH/MR for the use of a
portion of these funds. T.,is effort is expected to result in over 100
long-term placements per year.

Long-Term Care Residences. Two new residences, based upon the model
developed by the Catholic Social Services, opened in February and March
1987 respectively. The combined capacity for the two sites will total
45. Case management and other mental health support services are
provided.

Case Management Services

Intens've Case Management Services to the res4 -nts will be available
to all clients identified through these new inioatives. Case managers
will also support the activities of the crisis specialists at the
Department of Human Services' Reception Center and will be responsible
for severely mentally ill individuals as they move through the network
of Residential Placement Services. Case Management services will be
available around the clock at the City Reception Center. The permanent
case load for each case manaser will buil-t to 25 cases. In addition to
the case management unit based at the F event Center, case managers
from the community mental health centers or other specialized agencies
will work with clients once they move into long-term housing.

Additional Planned Services

Additional programs for the homeless mentally ill were recently funded
and are expected to become operational later this year. The Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania is supporting two small residences (15-15 bed facilities)
which will increase the residential capacity of the Center City Project.
These facilities mark the first "low dema_J" programs supported by State
funds. The National Institute of Mental Health has atierded funds through
the Office of Mental Health/Mental Retardation to a local consumer advocacy
organization (Mental Health Associatic )' to support the development of
consumer outreach and advocacy teams. These teams will coordinate with ano
expand the capacity of the current outreach teams.
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Sumnyiar

The Center City Project is a comprehensive, coordinated network of
services, developed by the Office of Mental Health/Mental Retardation with
the support of Mayor Wilson Goode. It attempts to address the complex needs
of the severely mentally ill homeless population using traditional as well
as innovative approaches. The population served by this delivery system is
heterogeneous and requires different services at different points in time.
In Philadelphia a unique set of factors, including a strong and organized
advocacy network and a responsive and committed leadership, have enabled
OMH/MR to build a system of care that has significantly impacted large num-
bers of homeless mentally ill individuals. For thos,. vulnerable persons,
the programs that make up the Center City Project contain effective ap-
proaches to identify and engage them and then begin the process of rehabili-
tation and transition f-om the streets to a stable living environment.

Although extensive, however, current resources still fall short of the
need. City officials, fc example, recognized a major deficiency in the
network. While the City of Philadelphia has developed specialized housing
options for mentally ill individuals, the need for extended care residences
is far greater than th, current supply. Philadelphia officials note:

"the problems faced by homeless mentally ill persons are largely
related to national trends that are beyond the purview of the
local mental health system. Homelessness, first and foremost,
comes about as r suit of poverty and a shortage of affordable
housing. Mental illness exacerbates these situations and in-
creases the risk of homelessness, but is seldom the sole cause.
Until the larger issues are addressed in a comprehensive manner,
every year new faces will replace those who have been suzces.ifully
served."

Excerpt from U.S. ConEerance of Mayors, "Local Responses to th. Needs
of Homelers MeJtally Ill Persons," Nay 1987.
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I. ADMINISTRATION

Parent Agency:

ENCLOSURE #10

MCNAY HOUSE

People In Progress (formerly the Public Inebriate Program)
634 South Spring Street
Suite 400
Los Angeles, California 90014
(213) 622-3520
Contact: Carol A. Nottley, Executive Director

Background of Parent Agency: People in Progress (P.I.P.) was established

in 1974 with a grant from the Natione institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism,

and was incorporated in 1975 as a 501 (c) (3) corporation. P.I.P. was croated as

the umbrella agency to link, support, and expand services to homeless alcoholics.

The combined efforts of P.I.P. and its affiliates -- The Mary Lind Foundation,

Salvation Army-Harbor Light Center, Volunteers of America Alcohol Detoxification

Center, and the Alcoholism Ceiiter for Women -- have resulted in the coordination

of services for homeless alcoholic men and women in the downtown area of Los

Angeles.

In 1982, P.I.P. established its first satellite center "CARES" (Community

Alcoholism Rehabilitation and Education Se-vices), located in the San Fernando

Valley. In 1982, P.I.P. founded the Downtown Traffic School to provide first

offender D.U.I. services.

For more than 10 years, P.I.P. has supported the continuum of care concept

in a social model setting. Points on the continuum, ranging from entry into the

program to reentry irto the community, are marked by the following ten levels of

P.I.P. services:

1. Civilian Assistance Patrol (street outreach Gad rescue).

2. Case finding (resource and referral).

3. Drop-In Services.

4. Sur:ial Model Detoxification.
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5. 30-Day Primary Recovery (residential services provided by affiliating
agencies).

6. Secondary Recovery (residential services provided by affiliating
agences).

7. Outpatient.

8. Reentry/Vocational.

9. Public Information and Education.

10. Alcohol-Free Living Centers.

TAMISKILED9MiAtign: The target population of the McNay House is homeless

alcoholic men. The majority of the residents are referred through residential

alcoholism agencies that service the central planning area of Los Angeles County.

Service Area: The service area of the McNay House is the fifth

supervisorial district of Los Angeles County.

Eacilityisltion: Currently P.I.P. maintains a number of AFLCs. The

houses are all similar in layout, with large living rooms, two bathrooms, large

bedrooms, and fenced yards. P.I.P. has outfitted each house with basic

furnishings, es well as cooking utensils, drapes, bed spreads, pictures, and

other items to make the houses functional and comfortable. The McNay House

accommodates eleven men.

Qoal: The goal of tha McNay House is to provide a supportive environment

conducive to continuing recovery and preparation for independent living within

the community.

II. ORGANIZATIONAL ISSUES

Admi=l2n: Applicants for residency In the McNay House must have/be

willing to meet the following qualifications:

A history of alcohol and/or chemical dependency.

a A minimum of 3 months sobriety and/or chemical freedor.
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An on-going personal recovery plan.

Be employed at an entry-level salary of $12,000 or under, or show
evidence of having sufficient income to meet expenses of room and
board. People ea'ning more than $12,000 per year will be considered
for residency it, special circumstances, i.e., recovery needs or level
of finam:ial obligations.

A desire to live with other recovering people .:rt a shared, sober,
family environment.

Willingness and ability to be responsible for his/her own upkeep,
including food, clothing, and personal items.

Willingness to perform shared housekeeping tasks and participate in
house meetings.

A positive regard for, and acceptance of, other people.

Payment of rent on a timely basis.

Compliance with house rules established by the house residents and
P.I.P.

Termination: Violation of any of the following seven house rules is

considered grounds for immediate eviction from the McNay House:

I, Abstinence from alcohol and mind-altering chemicals will be maintained
at all t as, both on and off the premises.

2. Guests of residents are prohibited from bringing and/or consuming
alcohol and /or mind altering chemicals.

3. Each resident is responsible for his/her payment of rent on a timely
basis. If rant becomes two weeks delinquent, it is grounds for
eviction.

4. Residents are responsible for their own purchase and preparation of
food, cleanup duties, and personal hygiene.

5. Residents will participate in shared household duties as det..rmined by
the resident group and/or the house manager.

6. Fighting and/or verbal abuse between residents residents and
neighbors, guests and/or staff is prohibited.

7. Theft and/or willful destruction of the property of others is grounds
for eviction.
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Eimissum_kengtaslfasw The maximum length of stay at the McNay Huuse is

one year,

Etsponsibilities of Residents, Each resident receives a copy of the house

rules and is required to sign an agreement of understanding. An orientation

session is provichd to explain the rules of the house, household schedules, and

community services (including AA meetings).

Under the rules of the house, each resident is responsible for his/her own

expenses of rent, food, and personal items. Residents purchase and prepare their

own meals, or they may decide to develop a collective agreement to have group

meals. Household duties are also shared. Each resident is responsible for

his/her own living area, laundry, and personal hygiene. Household tasks, such as

yard clean-up, shared areas, and overall maintenance, are equally shared and

assigned at the internal residents' meetings.

Each resident has a key to the house, and they are encouraged to

participate in outside AA meetings and community activities.

Rent: Residents at the McNay House pay $185 monthly.

douse Rules: The basic seven house rules (see Residents' Requirements for

Termination) address overall house and living responsibilities. In addition to

tese, the residents establish house guidelines for everyday matters such as

shopping, food preparation, clean-up, and TV viewing in the weekly residents'

meeting. Everyday guidelines may change according to the work and living

routines of the curront residents, however; house rules may only be changed with

the permission of .e project's program director and according to established

procedures.

A4herence to the everyday guidelines is enforced by the residents, and any

conflicts that arise are usually handled in the residents' meetings. Usually,

this proves sufficient for the handling of most housekeeping problems. Recurring

or more serious infractions are handles by the house manager through established

procedures.
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Responsibilitisi5_0 Hous9 Manager; The house manager serves as a positive

role model for the other residents. P.I.P. has reported that the most effective

house managers have been those with more than six months sobriety, a strong

personal program of recovery, and knowledge of community resources. When

replacement of the manager is necessary, selection is generally made from the

current residents. P.I.P. has found that the inclusion of the residents in the

process of selecting a new house manager helps to assure cooperation with the

repl acement.

Duties of the house manager include facilitation of the weekly house

meeting, monitoring of daily activities, collection vf rent, scheduling

housekeeping assignments, orientation of new residents, and reporting of any

changs or problems to the parent agency.

The house manager acts as a liaison between the residents and the narent

agency and as a liaison betweon the resident and the community. Close

communication is maintained between the house manager and the parent agency.

Staff members visit the house, telephone at least once weekly, and are availatle

to the house manager in case of emergencies. The house manager facilitates the

weekly residents, meetings and assists in settling minor disputes or housekeeping

problems. To help new residents become acquainted with -heir new community, he

will accompany them to AA meetings or local events.

Compensation for House Manager: The house manager receives a reduction in

rent for his services at the McNay House,

Professional Staff: During the first year of operation, the time of the

following staff members of P.I.P. was expected to be needed: executive direct _x

(10 percent of time for two months), executive assistant (10 percerm of time for

three months), coordinator of*CARES (25 percent of time for two months and 1C

percent of time for one month), c-ordinatcr of case finding (25 percent of time

fnr two months and 10 percent of time for one month), coordinator of reentry 10

percent of time for one month), maintenance helper (100 percent of time for one

month), and another maintenance helper (50 percent of time for one month).
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Qn=isisationshio vitbargmtlona: The management of P.I.P.

believes that it-is not necessary to employ additional paid staff for the

operation of an AFLC, however; continuing interaction and communication with the

parent agency 13 of the utmost importance. Inadequate interaction leads to high

incidence of recidivism, internal house problems, low morale among residents,

high vacancy rates, and increased cost of operation.

For these reasons, A designated staf- member visits the house once yekly

for a short meeting with the house manager and residents, ard he submits a weekly

report to the executive director of the parent agency. The cost associated with

this level of staff involvement is minimal, requiring approximately ona hour of

staff time weekly. But according to P.I.P., the weekly meetings have contributed

to a more stable residency pattern and a higher rate of positive reentry into the

larger community among the residents.

P.I.P.'s board of directors receive a monthly report from the executive

director on the status o: al- 0.I.P. programs, includng the McNay House. All

programs are considered to be under the direct supervison of the executive

director, while the ultimate responsibility for financial nobility and contract

compliance rests with the board of directors.

Record keeping and fis 1 affairs are the responsibility of the parent

agency. Rent is =llected .1 the house manager and turned to the parent agency

for a receipt. It is deposited by the program bookkeeper. All expenses

connected with the house's operation are paid through the parent agency.

III. FISCAL INFORMATION

SQL=S-SliligUIIILO: All of P.I.P.'s AFLCs ere designed to be self-

sufficient after the termination of Los Angeles County funding. The primary

sourco of revenue is derived from residents' rent payment. Monthly costs for

rent, utilities, and maintenance expenses are estimated to be between $850 and

$950 per AFLC. Monthly resident rent is approximately $975 per house for full

residency. Any surplus realized goes into the house co 4ingency fund to cover

emergency repairs, refurbishing, and resident vacancy



Budget: The following is a proposed budget for an AFLC from P.I.P.:

MIME
(First Year)

County Allocation $48,920

Volunteers 536

Rent Payment 13,500

TOTAL Se" 156

EXPENSES

(First Year)

Employees and Benefits $ 5,025

Services, Supplies, and Depreciation 30,931

Facilitd Lease 27,000

TOTAL $62,956

Excerpt from National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism,
"Alcohol-Free Living Environments for Homeless Individuals,"
October 1986.
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LINKAGE

Linkage is a policy designed to
share the prosperity of Boston's
downtown boom with the city's
lc and model-am-income
residents.

Last year, the Flynn Administra-
tion expanded the linkage pro-
gram to increase resources for
affmiable housing, apply the
linkage funds more quickly, and
expand job training oppor-
tunities to bring more Boston
residents into the economic
mainstream.

The linkage concept was first
introduced in 1982 by a cca:itior
of citizens groups and public of
ficials (including then-a.
Councilor Raymond L Flynn)
with support from th... Boston
Globe. The policy was officially
adopted in December 1983 by
the Boston Zoning Commission

The initial linkage formula caved
for developers of commercial

, projects exceeding 100,000
square feet to ccntribute 55.00
per square foot to a Neighbor-
hood Housing Trust to be used
to construv. or rehab housing for
low- and moderate-income resi-
dents. The developers' contribu-

,

ttons were to be paid over a
12-year period; the first paymttnz
was due two years after the issu-
ance ofa building permit or upon
the issuance of a certificate of oc-
cupancy, whichever came first.

The Flynn Administration ap-
proved 18 projects r ,bject tc
these requirements. Developers
of these projects agrees to com-
mit 336 million in linkage funds
for low- and moderateincome
housing.



In November 1985, Mayor Flynn
proposed, and in February of
this year the Zoning Commis-
sion approved, a revision of
Boston's li...lcage policy. The
linage fee was increased to
$6.00 per square foot. The pay-
ment period was reduced from
12 years to 7 years. The first pay-
ment now is expected upon is-
suance of a building permit. The
extra one dollar payment is e. :-
marked for job training programs.

This change reflects an 85 per-
cent increase the linkage fee,
the net present value of payments
has increased from 52.58 per
square foot to $4.78 per square
foot in current dollars. Four
developments have already been
approved under the revised
policy. netting almost S3 million.

In total, the Flynn Administra-
tion has approved 22 projects
totalling approximately 10
million square feet that have
committed $38.8 million 1,1
linkage funds. The first linkage
payment is due in April 1987.

In April 1986, the Mayor initiated
another change so that linkage
funds ,:an benefit ry ;ghborhood
residents more immediately.
Under the new "housing crea-
tion regulations," developers are
now allowed to mr their linkage
contribution up. nt based on a
formula of their expected pay-
ments' currents value. This
money can be used to build or
rehab affordable housing.

The developer of the Ingalls
Building in the Back Bay has
already taken advantage of this
option. The $276,000 in linkage
funds will be directed to Foun-
tain Hill Square, a Ilunit con-
dominium project on 2 5 acre
BRA parcel in the heart of Rox-
bury. The linkage funds will help
developer Richard Taylor in-
crease the low- and moderate-
income units from 35 percent to
5G percent of the total project

Several other developers have in-
dicated their interest in utilizing
the housing creation option.

Earlier this year, Mayor Flynn ap-
pointed the seven members to
the Neighborhood Housing
Trust, which administers the
linkage funds. The seven members
are: Larry Dwyer, Nelson Merced,
Francis O'Brien, John Connolly,
City Councillor Bruce Bolling,
Collector-Treasurer George
Russell and Mary MacInnes.

Boston's successful linkage pro-
gram is viewed as a national
model for expanding affordable
housing in a period of federal
cutbacks. Of course, linkage
funds cannot fill the huge gap
left by Washington's withdrawal
from 2 ffordablehousing and job
training. It does represent,
ever, a serious effort to
the gap between Boston's down-
town affluence and its low- and
moderate-income population.

In 1986, the City overcame a
legal challenge to its linkage
policy. A Superior Court deci-
cion striking down the linkzge
2menament was overturned a
appeal to the Supreme Judicial
Court.

INCLUSIONArtY ZONING

A centerpiece of the Flynn
Administration is the link bet-
ween economic growth and
economic justice. In housing, as
in jobs, it is critical that all
Boston residents benefit from
the City's economic prosperity.
It was this guiding philosophy, as
well as 2 careful analysis of
Boston s strong housing market,
that lead Mayor Flynn to propose
inclusionary zoning in July, 1986.

Dunng the year, the Flynn Admiru
stration closely monitored the
City's housing starts. At the mid-
year point, the Mayor evaluated
the performance of Boston's
musing economy. In terms of
overall production, the numbers
looked good. By the end ofJune,
permits for 2290 units had bee a
approvedtwo-thirds of the
Mayor's goal. der careful
scrutiny, the figures revealed a
worrisome gap between private
and public development.

In the first six montils, 716 units
were constructed on City-owned
sites; this was 31.3 percent (about
one-third) of the total. Of these,
556 units (77.7 percent) were
affordable to low- and moderate-
income persons. The remaining
1,564 units (68.7 percent of the
total) were constructed on
privately-held sites Of these, on-
ly nine units (less than one per-
cent) were affordable to low- and
moderate-income persons. In
other words, city-owned parcels
accounted for one-third of all
housing =MS, but over 98 per-
cent of all affordable housing
starts.

Mayor Flynn recognized that
most of the housing now under
construction, and proposed for
future development, is market-
rate housing on private land.
Most of this housing is beyond
the financial reach of even
moderate-income families.
There is 2 wide gap between
what the private market is pro-
viding and what working
families can afford. The City has
been successful in creating affor-
dable housing on public sites.
But the City's inventory is only a
small fraction of the. developable
laud and buildings for housing.
If the City is to meet the housing
needs of Boston's diverse popu-
lation, the private sector must
participate in the Solution.



; In July, Mayor Flynn proposed an
inclusionary zoning policy for
the City to expand production of
affordable housing. The policy
calls for the incluifon of affor-
dable housing for low- and
moderate-income residents
equal to 10 percent of the overall
developmentin private resi-
dential projects seeking zoning
relief The policy would apply to
developments with ten or more

- units; rental projects outside
downtown below 25 units
would be exempt

In announcing the policy, Mayor
Flynn stated that as a result of
Boston's extremely strong hous-
ing market we know this (inclu-
sionary zoning) is possible
without putting undue burdens
on the developers we need to
recruit to build this housinL
The Mayor noted that the city's
housing market created both a
=is's and an opportunity.

"The crisis exists in the soaring
cost of housing that makes it dif-
ficult for low- and moderate-
income people to afford a decent
place to live. The opportunity
exists to share the benefits of
Boston's profitable housing
market with those long time
resiuents who would otherwise
be left behind."

The Mayor's proposal was
modeled on c'Iccessful inclu-
sionary zoning programs in Gliet
100 COMMUffitiCS across the
country. It was created based on

' a careful analysis of Boston's
tousing market to evaluate the
financial feasibility of implemen-
ting the policy.

Immediately, the Mayor's inclu-
sionary policy met with en-
thusiastic support from diverse
sectors of the community. From
state government, Governor
Michael Dukakis, EOCD Sec-
retary Amy Anthony, and MHFA
Executive Director Marvin Sifl-
inger endorsed the policy and
promised to work closely with
the Flynn Administration to im-
plement it. The Governor told
the Boston Globe: "Inclusionary
zoning makes sense...Most of
the private housing developers
I'm talking to say because of the
unbelievably inflated rental
levels, they're in a position to do
some internal subsidizing" of af-
fordable units. The Archdiocese
of Boston, Citizens Housing and
Planning Association, and Massa-
chusetts Fair Share testified in
support of inclusionary zoning
at a crowded BRA public hearing
July 10. A wide range of neigh-
borhood and religious leaders as
well as non-profit development
groups also lent their support.

Said Fa.r Share's KathyGorman:
Inclusionary zoning will make
sure that those profiting on from
Boston's neighborhoods...must
bear some of the burden of
preserving and expanding the
supply of affordable housing."

Professor Rachel Bran, 2 housing
expert at Tufts University, wrote
an article in the Boston Business
Journal supporting the Mayor's
proposal. She explained: "In
some ways, inclusionary zoning
is a true Republican strategy. It
engages the private sector to pro-

ide a service that was previously
supported by the federal govern-
ment. In other ways, inclusionary
zoning is a true liberal Demo-
cratic approach. It fosters public-
private partnerships and leverages
public powers and resources."

Developers added their voices 3n
support as well. In another
Boston BustressJournal article,
developers Morton C. Hodin anu
Marshall J. Derby, wrote that in-
clusioilary zoning "may be the
most pro-development alter-
native available for solving the
housing affordability crisis...
The increased %lue that results
from zoning relief provides the
funds necessary to create below-
market units."

Developers have supported in-
clusionary zoning in deeds as
well as words, demonstrating the
policy's feasibil iy in the strong
Boston market. On their own,
developers have volunteered to
set-aside 10 percent of their pro-
jects for low- an .1 moderate -
income housing. Developers of
projects in Mission Hill, Allston-
Brightoii, Roxbury, the North
End, Back Bay, Dorchester, and
elsewhere have incorporated
"inclusionary" units in their
developments.

Mayor Flynn's proposal stimu-
lated widespread public discus-
sion. This has helped to clarify
and improve the proposal. In
1987, the Flynn Administration
expects to niove inclusionary
zoning from a proposal to an
enacted policy.



AFFORDABLE TOWNHOUSES IN
DUDLEY SQUARE

'Construction will soon begin on
Winslow Cow t. a 24-unit
townhouse deeelopieent on
Dudley Street in Roxbury.

The Winslow Court project is one
of the many BRA-initiated projects
in Roxbury since Mayor Flynn took
office. In that period, the BRA has
approved or completed 1.355 units
of housing. a $153 million invest-
ment. in thr neighborhood. half of
which ze targeted for low-and
moderate-income residents. Five
hundred units are already started
or completed.

The project will provide homeowner-
ship opportunities for moderate-
income families earning 523.000
to 530.000. The developer is a non-
profit organization with a long
track record of serving the Rox-
bury community. Opportunities
Industrialization Centers of
Greater Boston (01C). a job training
center. is branching into housing
development for the first time.
Cabot, Cabot& Forbes. a lame
private developer that has worked
closely with OiC in its jib training
efforts. is providing free technical
assistance for he $2 /2 millior.
Winslow Court pneject.

Winslow Court will consist of 20
two bedroom and four three-
bedroom townhouses. The land
was provided by the BRA. which
also worked with OIC to obtain a
$360.000 UDAG grant from the
federal government. The UDAG
will lower the selling price of each
unit by $13.000. The Massachu-
setts Housing Finance Agency will
provide low interest financing for
the homebuyers.

At
U

a ceremony aunouncing the
DAG. Mayor Flynn and Clarence

Donlan. OIC executive director, ex-
pressed the hope that the W1ns;ow
Court development will spur addi-
tional affordable housing and
commercial development. as well
as reduce blig ht. :rime and
unemployment.

LOWELL SQUARETHE LAST
WEST END PARCEL

Five developers are competing for
the last urban renewal parcel in
the old West End. A key compo-
nent of each proposal is the addi-
tion of affordable housing in this
key downtown area.

The BRA issued its guidelines in
July 1986 for this veluable 1-1/2
acre site. which it ha., termed
Lowell Square. The guidelines call-
ed for a mix of retail. hotel. and/or
office space. bet primary emphasis
was giver. to housing. At ast one-
half of the housing units must be
affordable to low- and moderate-
income persons.

The BRA received five proposals.
Each development team included
either a non-profit group or a
minority partner in response to
the SRNs guidelines.

The development teams include a
joint venture between Beacon
Companies and Greater Boston
Community Development Corpora-
ton: Stapleton Associates/Goldome.
teamed up with Rogerson House: a
partnership between Housing Eco-
nomics of Cambridge and the Arch -
-'iocese of Boston: H&D Develop-
ment Company in conjunction
with a new non-profit group com-
posed of former West End residents:
and A.J. Lane Company of South-
borough teamed up with developer
Paul May end tie National Asso-
ciation of Government Employees.

The proposals range from about
200 to over 400 housing units and
include a variety of other uses and
designs.

The demolition of the old West End
e'ea 1960s is considered one of

tee: inost tragic planning mistakes
in the country. Before it was razed.
the neighborhood consisted pri-
marily of brick four-to-six story
buildings. occupied by low- and
moderate-income families as well
as a variety of neighborhood retail
and fond stores. The West End ex-
perie...ed a succession of ethnic
groups and reflected a stable. blue-
collar nughborhood. described by
sociologist Herbert Gans in his
study. The Urban Villagers.

Housing will soon be constructed on
Lowell Square. near Charles River Park



Among the structures built to
replace the old West End were the
Charles River Park apartments.
The Lowell Square parcel adjoins
the apartment complex. in con-
trast to the iuxury housing created
at Charles River Park, the SRNs
plan for Lowell Square is intended
to provide housing for a wide
range of income groups. wit'
special emphasis on low-and
moderate-income families.

The BRA expects to select a team
to develop Lowell Square ir 1987.

PRIVATE SECTOR
VACANT BUILDINGS

The disposition of City-owned
property is a key part of the ef-
fort to transform abandoned
buildings into affordaole hous-
ing. But as the ilynn Administra-
tion discovered, much of the
problem is beyond the im-
mediate reach of the City's
authority. Most abandonea
buildings are not owned by the
City. but by private individuals.

When the City completed its in-
ventory of abandoned buildings
kite in 1984, it discovered that 90
percent of them were privately-
owned. About half of these ow-
ed back property taxes, some for
many years. The other half paid
their taxes on time. The inven-
tory helped City officials to ask,
and answer, several important
questions:

Who owned these E. ;ildings?
Local neighbors? Far off
speculators?

Ifsome owners had avoided
paying taxes for years, could
the City speed Jp the fore-
closure of the tax-delinquem
buildings, in order to get them
L.:paired and occupied?

Why would someone keep a
building vacant and boarded-
up, but continue to pay taxes
on a regular basis? Could
anything be done to encourage
these owners tt renovate these
buildaigs and eliminate the
blighting influence on the
neighborhood?

The abandoned building inven-
tory revealed that owners of tax
delinquent buldings were a
varied group. Only a handful of
individuals owned more than
one or two buildings. Sonic
owners owed only a few hun-
dred dollars in back taxes.
Others owed thousands of
dollars, accumulated over many
years. The most important infor-
mation uncovered by the inven-
tory was that, in the past, :h.. City
had made little effort to either
collect the delinquent taxes or
obtain the buildings through
foreclosure. In fact, on most
buildings, the City had not even
taken the initial step petitioning
the State Land Courtin the
foreclosure process.

The Flynn Administration in-
herited a cumbersome, ineffi-
cient, and time-consuming
foreclosure process that made
swift --cquisitionand rehabili-
tationof the large number of
tax-delinquent properties
impossible.

Tax Delinquent Buildings

The-' were thousands of tax-
deLaquent properties in Boston:
small vacant lots, large occupied
apartment buildings, single-
family occupied homes, aban-
doned baildings. The taxes oweth
ranged liom a few hundred dollars
to a few hundred thousand dollars.
The City had no priorities or
guidelines to determine which
wx-delinquent properties it
would seek to obtain by beg,
the foreclosure process. As a
result. many properties with lit-
tle development potential clogg-
ed the state Land Court. while
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vacant buildings in dire need of
rehabilitation never entered the
foreclosure process.

The severe understang of the
state Inc' Court created an inor-
dinate backlog of pending cases,
most of which would not get
resolved for years, if c-icr. In
1983, for example, the cc rt
received about 3,500 foreclosure
petitions (1,830 from Boston),
but was only able to t...mplete
1,100. The Boston petita. -Ls in-
cluded a hodgepodge of proper-
ties, but only a small portion of
the tax-delinquent abandoned
buildings that littered Boston's
neighborhoods.

Beyond the inordinate time it
took for the City to obtain a
building through foreclosure, it
faced an additional delay in get-
ting a building rehabbed. Even
after the City took title to a vacant
building. the state Land Court,

Still gave the previous
owner an entire year to pay the
back taxes to City. As a result.
such buildings stood in leizall:mbo.
In one example. the City sold
several deteriorated buildings.
obtained through foreclosure. to
a neighborhool CDC to rehab
for affordable housing. After the
CDC began to renovate the struc-
tures, the previous ownerseeing
the value in these buildings
presented the City with a check
for almost S200,000 to pay the
back taxes. The state Land Court
ruled that the foreclosure was
overturned. Reluctantl!!, the City
took the checkit had no choice.
The Flynn Administration,
through the Property Disposi-
tion Committee, went to work
and took a number of significant
steps to correct these problems.

First, based on its inventory of
abandoned buildings, the City
established 1 priority system
for moving property through
the foreclosure process. Vacant,
abandoned buildings were
given top priority B .0cVng5
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identified by the inventory
were put into the foreclosure
process. All owners of aban-
doned buildings were, thus,
put on notice: Pay your taxes.
or the City will eventually
foreclose and renovate your
building. (Vacant land that can
be assembled into larger
parcels for housing develop-
ment was assigned second
place in the priority system).

e Second. the Ci!y successfully
worked for changes in state
law reducing the time during
which a delinquent owner can
attempt to reclaim abandoned
housing. The Flynn Adminis-
tration, and the Boston delega-
tion in the state legislature, filed
legislation to reduce the time
previous owner can appeal a
foreclosure from one year to

days. On January 7, 1985.
Governor Dukakis signed this
legislation into law at ceremonies
in Codman Square.

e Third. the ciy obtained author-
ity to grant tax abatements on.
tax-delinquent abandoned
buildings (one to six units).
This would allow low- and
moderateincome residents
and non-profit groups to
quickly rehabilitate a vacant
building without inheriting the
accumulated back -axes that
make renovations much more
costly. Previously, anyone who
purchased a tax-delinquent va-
cant building had to request an
abate.ent from the state Depart-
ent of Revenue. a process that
often took years to resolve.
With the new au:hority (pro-
vided under the legislation
citedabove), the City's Assessing
Department can ,st purchasers
of abandoned bu. rings who
require tax abatements to lower
rehab costs and provide afford
able housing. This is a usually a
much quicker path to rehabili-
tation than the lengthy fore
closure process.

vacAnt Buildings, Taxes Paid

Scattered throughout Boston's
neigaborhoods are only partly
"abandoned," buildings. Vacant,
boarded-up, mrgets for arson and
crime, they have clearly been
abandoned by their owners in
one sense. But, when the Ott;
sends out its twice-a-year pro-
perty tax bills, the owners send
in their checks-'paid in full:' In
this sense, the owner; haven't
abandoned the buildings.

The City's vacant building inven-
tory (now being updated) iden-
tified at least 300 buildings in
this situation.

Having met the challenge of the
disposition of City-owned va-
can. buildings, and having made
significant progress in identit'y-
ing and renovating tax-delinquent
vacant buildings; the next
challenge facing the Flynn Ad-
ministration was developing a
strategy for this third category of
vacant buildingsprivately
owned, taxes paid.

To demon' rate his concern, in
August 19bO Mayor Flynn joined
Wilmot Whitney, Jr., pies.. tnt of
the Greater Boston Real Estate
Board, in a put 'ic appeal to
owners of these privately-owned
vacant buildings to renovate these
properties for affordzble housing.
The Cir tood prepared, the
Mayor - .d, to assist these owners
by providing lowinterest rehab
loans, rent subsidies for tenants,
and '-r low-interest mortgages
tc st -time homebuyers.

During a street corner press con-
ference in South Boston, Mayor
Flynn and Mr. Whitney called on
owners to either rehab these
buildings into housing or sell
them to those who will.
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.Twol,acant buildings stood on
the corner where the press con-
ference took place. One was a
privately-owned boarded-up
building, purchased from the
City in 1983 through the old auc
tion process, but never fixed up.
The building across the street
was sold by the City through the
new disposition process and was
being rehabilitated into housing.

Thy :".ity's efforts to rehab vacan:
buildings are having the desired
effects. The City is now getting a
steady stream of buildings through
the forr -.sure processbuilaiivs
that are then sold and rehabber:
for affordable housing, as des-
cribed earlier. The foreclosure
process through site Land Court
is still too slow, but there have
been marked improvements in
the past two years as the City
identifies which properties
zbandoned buildingsit wants
the most. At the same f:me, more
owners are paying their back
taxes, realizing that the City is
now serious about foreclosure
:Ind that, in Boston's housing
market, these vacant buildings
are now valuable properties.
This, of course, is potentially a
double-edged sword. Once
these cwners pay their delin-
quent tare. , the City wants them
to fix up their buildings, a pro-
blem that will be addressed

The legislation is working, too.
The City now has comidence
that once it sells a foreclosed
'lidding for rehab, the prior
owner cannot reclaim it up to a
year later. The City's tax abate-
ment program for abandoned
buildings is keeping the Assess-
ing Department busy. The back
taxes it forgives to facilitate
rehaLilitation is more than et
by the addition of new afford-
able housing and property
returned to the City's tax rolls.

.1



BOSTON HOUSING
PARTNERSHIP

The Boston Housing Partnership
(BHP)hailed nationwide as a
model of local housing inno-
vationillustrates the success of
the Flynn Administration's in-
itiatives to reclaim abandoned
buildings. Its ambitious firs:
project -2 $38 millien restora-
tion of 700 apartments in 69
buildings, all for low- and
moderateincome familiesis
now almost complete. Over 500

m ks are alread} living in their
newly-renovated homes.

The BHP is a working partner-
ship betw en City and state of-
fic:als. ne.ghb,xhood-based
non-profit Co nmunity Develop
ment Corporations. and business
leaders. A small central staff,
funded primarily by City and
state grants, provides technical
assistance. The CDCs do the
hands-on, day-to-day housing
rehabselecting the buildings,
purchasing them, tiring archi-
tects ar d contractors. supervising
the renovations. and selecting
the tenants. The CDCs will also
manatee the apartments. The
private sector plays several key
roles: lenders provide financing;
foundations provide grants for
staffing; developers add their ex-
pertise. The state government.
through EOCD and MHFA, pro-
s ;nes both funding support for
CDC staff as well as financing for
the renovations and rental sub-
sidies for the tenants. The City
government'7. .)le includes a
variety of efforts: finding for
CDC and central office staff;
funds to help CDCs purchase
buildings from private owners
and tax abatements to lower
rehab costs, disposition of City-
owned b..li!dings for renovation;
fasttrack processing of BHP pro-
jects through the zoning and per-
mitting system.

Robert L. Beal
.John F. Bok. Esq.
Stephen L. Brown
Doris Bunte
Shir!sy Carrington
Lisa G. Chapnick
Patrick E. Carry
Hubert E. Jones
William H. Jones

Esoc 7ON HOUSING PARTNERSHIP
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Langley C. Keyes
Robert G. Lee
William E. McCall. Jr.
Melvyn Colon
Stephen F. Coyle
Richard D. Driscoll
William S. Edgerly
Ronald T. Hafer
John P. Hamill

Ronald A. Homer
Edwin B. Morris Ill
Lowell Ric. dads
Robertl Spiller
Marvin M. Siflinger
Stephen J. Sweeney
Keith G. Willnugay

The BHP is a complex consor-
tium, borne of necessity by
federal housing cutbacks, but it
has been successful thanks to the
true of cooperation among
all the key players. In its short,
three-year history, it has been
guided by the strong leade.ship
of two pragmatic idealists
William Edgerly and Bob Whittlesy.
Edgerl Chairman of the State
Street Bank, has served as BHP
chairman since its inception. A
hands-on Imder, he brought
together the city's major banks
to participate in the BHP anti
played an active role in making
the many pieces fit. Whittlesy, a
veteran of community develJp-
ment and a founds: of Greater
Boston Community Develop-
ment (the nation's foi emost non
profit housing technical assis-
tance group), ,,,erves as BHP's ex-
ecutive director. He supervises
the central staff as well as work-
ing closely with CDC scffs,
banks and government agencies
to make the program work.

The key accomplishment of the
BHP's first projectbeyond the
actual rehab of 700 apartments
is its success in expanding the
capac.ty of CDCs to undertake
major development projects. By
pooling resources and sharing
expertise, the BHP has provided
these non-profit groups with un-
paralelled experience that will
make future projects easier.

Boston now has the most exten-
sive and sophisticated network
of non-profit community-based
housing group:, in the nation.
These groups, committec to pro-
viding affordable housing, started
ot.i as fledgling organizations.
Some of their earliest projects
never got off the ground or aced
enormous obstacles. Through
the BHP umbrella, the more ex-
perienced groups nelped the
newer ones learn the ropes.
Groups that Lad only tried small
rehab projects in the past moved
on the larger renovation pro -

s, some are now undertaking
n,.-w construction. Moreover, the
success of these non-profit CLCs
have inspired other non-profit
groups, outside the BHP umbrella.
to initiate development projects.

BOSTON HOUSING PARTNERSHIP
PROJECTS - PHASE. I

Cadman fquare HDC (80 units)
Dorchester Bay CDC (58 units)
Fenway CDC (20 units)
Aliston/Brigiston CDC (7.0 units)
Fields Corner CDC (76 units)
Mission Hill NHS (74 units)
Lena Park CDC (93 units)
Quincy Geneva HC (101 units)
Roxbury/North Dorchester

Neighborhood Revitalization Corp.
(96 units)

Urban Edge (82 units)
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Introduction

Seattle considers itself a family oriented community. Even witha decrease over the past two decades in families with children asa proportion of overall population, Seattle has maintained stroneneighborhoods with a heterogeneous mix of types of households andages. Many families are moving into and staying in the city.

In the past few years there have been increasing efforts to make
Seattle more livable to families. This is reflected in the
significant increase in City youth-oriented progrates, the creationand activities of KidsPlace, and the recent creation of the Familyand Youth Commission. At the same time, the number of both
children within families and emancipated youth who are homeless
has increased within King County and particularly within the city.

A homeless family is defined by the City of Settle as one or more
adults takinq care of one or more dependents. In Seattle a
homeless family is likely to be a minority, female-headed
household, the adult between the ages of 25 and 44 years, with twochildren under 11 years of age. They are most often from King
County, are unemployed, currently have little or no income Aid toFamilies with Dependent Children (AFDC) is the most common type ofpublic assistance used by families-), and may twee substance abuseproblems. This typical family has become homeles because of
income-related pioblems, abusive situations or ev cicn/
displacement.

While fewer in number, two-parent households are increasing amongthe homeless. Parents'in these families are young (between the
ages of 25 and 44) and have one to three children, with half under
the age of five years.

Families have mcre d,:ficulty finding adequate shelter and living
arrangements than (le single people. They do not have the options
of less expensive SRO (Single Resident Occupancy) and studio
apartments and are less able to double up with other adults. On
incomes below 50% of the SMSA median ($14,950 for a family of
three; $16,600 for a family of four), families must find larger
living quarters than singles - a housing type that is more
expensive and less available. The demand for larger units of
affordable housing (including public housing) far exceeds currentsupply. Additionally single- parent and even two-parent families
may face discrimination in ':.he housing market, further restricting
their choices for affordable housing. Although their housing
difficulties are treater, homeless families are less visible than
single adult howiess people, making the extent of homelessness
among families not as easily seen or defined.
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Approximately or 35%, of the total 1,453 emergency shelter
beds in the city as of the end of 1986 were available to families
with children: over 250 beds for one-ar3 two-parent families, 1_5
beds for single women and female heads of hous hold with children,
and 34 beds exclusively for abused women and children. These are
provided in 15 shelters, eleven of which are funded substantially
by the city. Most of these programs serve single women as well as
women and children, so the prcportion of beds available to
families'varies from week to week. Most programs provide shelter
in a single group facility r in an apartment building or complex.
Non-facility-based programs use vouchers that allow families to
s'y in designated local hotels/motels. Approximately 101 of the
total 500 beds are provided to families and single women through
voucher programs.

Turnaway statistics, which measure those who seek shelter btt are
turned away, show that there aid many more families seeking
shelter than can be accommodated. These counts are an "overall
indication of demand, useful in identifying trends in total demand
for emergency shelter." (1986 Kin Count Emer enc Shelter
Update Homelessness Revisited, p.3i From 1 83 to i
number of-Tie-T/51e seeking shelter increased steadily. At the same
time, the :supply of shelter beds increased significantly but did
not keep pace with demand. In 1983, 38% of homeless women were
served (575 out of 1,513); in 1985, 32% were served (666 out of
2,067). In 1983, 271 of children were served (658 out of 1,777),
but in 1985 only 15% were served (327 out of 2,112).1 These
statistics, while for an of King County, reflect that our local
capacity for sheltering women and children has not increased
enough tc reduce the number turned away. These statistics also
reflect the number of families who are not served by the shelter
system but need access to emergency services. The Homeless Family
St:ategy based on the City of Seattle's commitment to the basic
rights of food, shelter and clothing for all families. It is also
based on a strong belief that children are indeed our greatest
"natural resource" - that no child should be deprived of bas.c
necessities and of the opportunity for a safe and healthy life.

Assumptions outlined below reflect the knowledge gained frcm
research on homelesa families and on current economic and
political realities.

The following statistics are based on a survey of 24 emergency
shelters and interviews with 351 shelter clients, undertaken for
the King County study in 1985.
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Assumptions:

1. Homelessness is a growing national problem.

2. Homeless families and children make up an incre.,zing
proportion of the population, both locally and nationally.

3. Ti main causes of homelessness among families are systemic.
They stem from the economic structure, poverty and racism and
particularly affect women and children of color.

4. The longer people (including children) are homeless, the more
dysfunctional they become.

5. Until families are housed adequately in permanent housing
their overall stability is at risk.

6. The current lack of a strolg federal role (especially in the
production of low-income housing) will not change
significantly in the foreseeable future.

7. The State's policies and prograns serving low-income families
are changing (e.g. Family Independence Program). While
policy changes are not yet clear, more state funds will be
available to serve this populat.Lon in the near future.

8. Seattle has developed a strong emergency shelter services
system that should be the founiation for the City's Homeless
Family Strategy. Gaps in this system include cultural,
language and physical accessibility and must be addressed.

Goals

1. Prevent the occurrence of homelessness among families.

2. h iimize the length of time any family or child is homeless,
once homelessness has occurred.

3. Minimize the impacts of homelessness on children by placing a
high priority on thL needs of children and youth throughout
all public and private systems of care.

4. Meet the needs of culturally different families throughout
all systems providing assistance to homeless families.

5. Assure that all children in our community hav- a permanent
home by placing a high priority on the housing needs of
homeless families.

6. Develop a comprehensive community system of scr...c.:..s to deal
with th., multiple needs of all members of at-risk families
and homeless families from the initial emergency response
until they are stabilized.
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The policies and strategies for homeless families are organized
v,thin four categories: prevention, emergency response,
transition, and stabilization. As deiETIled by Nancy Kaufman
(Housing the Homeless, 'Homelessness: A Comprehensive Approach,"
pp. ?35-345), all attempts must first be made to prevent
homelessness. Once homelessness occurs, service strategies must
deal with the crisis of homelessness, provide intensive support
through;a transition period, and continue support during a period
of stabilization. Housing, employment and support services are
key components in each of the four categories. Continuity of both
housing and support services is essential as homeless families
move from one phase to the next. Homeless f, dlies will have a
greater likelihood of achi-owing long term stability and
self-sufficiency if services are provided with such continuity and
breadth.

I. PREVENTION PRASE

The most effective strategy for dealing with homelessness is to
prevent its occurrence. Homelessness is traumatic and has long
term negative impacts on both adults and children. It does not
occur suddenly, without warning, but uually is the result of a
series of losses, failures and longer term problems. Prior to a
precipitating event that causes actual homelessness, most families
are "at risk." This means they do not have stable situations,
either economically or personally. Thus they are at risk of
losing their ability to function independently and of becoming
hc: :lesc. As is true with many societal problems, preventing
homelessness is more cost effective and most beneficial to those
affected. Therefore our first strategy must be tc prevent people
from becoming homeless.

The City ;f Seattle already dces a great deal to help low-income
families and youth. The specific proposals in this strategy seek
tc strengthen and focus these efforts t- help those at-risk of
becoming homeless, particularly through .creased outreach in the
community.

A. HOUSING

Affordable, permanent, low-cost housing is a key element in
both preventing and correcting homelessness. Without a place
to live. neither individuals nor families can cope
effec'.ively with meeting other needs. The need for a
mermartent home is particularly crucial to the functioning of
familieL -- to the parents' need to provide for t'..eir
children's needs, and to the children's need for stability.
Increasing the supply and availability of pe,manent housing
to it-risk and homeless families must be a high priority to
local government and 1..e community.
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The amount of affordable housing in Seattle has decreased in
recent years, due co conversions, upgrading and demolition.
Unsubsidized rental units are mostly small studio and one
bedroom units so are not appropriate for families. Low
vacancy rates in larger uni's have driven Lp prices and put
much of it out of reech ¶or low-income families. Out of
14,461 subsidised housing units in the city in 1985,
two-thirds were studi..,4 and one bedroom apartments.
According to the 1986 Housing Needs Assessment (City of
Seattle, Department of Community Development), approximately
one quarter of subsidized units are suitable for small
families, and less than a tenth are suitable for large
families. Waiting lists for subsidized housing units are
long; and use of Section 8 certificates is even more
difficult because many areas of the city have very low
vacancy rates.

While we have nearly met the need for low-income housing for
the elderly, we are far short of meeting the housing needs of
low-income families. The Housing Levy, passed in 1986, will
help, but will not meet the need for low-cost housing for
families.

POLICY: Assure an adequate supply of safe, decent low-cost
housing in Seattle and King County for low-income
populations, particularly for families.

Strategy:

A-1 k with Seattle Housing Authority (SHA) to:
Market aggressively the Section 8 certificate program to
enable low-income families to rent housing in all
Seattle neighborhoods. (Advocacy)

2. Develop an early intervention/prevention strategy to
reduce the number of evictions in SHA housing.
(Advocacy)

3. Provide exemptions from rent increases for up to one
year after a resident's income goes up after first
getting CA job. (Advocacy)

A-2 Continue and expand mortgage assistance and rent assistance
programs to low-income l',omeowners and renters.

Support continuation of King County's funding of housing
counseling programs. Assure that these services are
available to people in subsidized as well as unsubsidized
housing. (Funding: maintain and expansion, Advocacy)

Encourage landlords to allow 2o% income households to
pay first and last months rent and deposits on an
installment basis. (Advocacy)
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A-3 Assist SHA in its effort to tie Section 8 certificates and
vouchers to units dedicated to low-income families, rather
than to individual families in order to establish a more
permanent affordable housing resource in Seattle. (Advocacy)

A-4 Encourage King County to continue to identify housing needs
of low-income families in the county and to implement housing
programs identified in the King County Housing Assistance
Plan. (Advocacy)

A-b Work with the Washington State Housing Finance Commission to
contact developers using tax exempt multi-family funds..
Encourage them to develop mixed-use hcusing and forge
partnerships with non-profit housing developers and/or
non-profit human service providers to create additional
low-cost family housing. (Advocacy; Coordination)

A-6 Explore/develop a proposal for a statewide 1% for housirg as
a new source of funds for low-income housing. Work with
housing advocates, local legislators, and housing developers
to explore fund sources such as revenues from alcoholic
beverage sales, lottery revenues or rew:nues derived from
development. (Advocacy)

Work with King County, SHA and other suppnrters of the State
Housing Trust Fund to identify and secure additiorul sources
of funding for the trust fund; support its ,mmedia.e
implementation. (Advocacy; Coordination)

A-7 Encourage the Seattle School District to require that a
portion of surplus property within established or
redeveloping residential neighborhoods be dedicated to family
housing that is affordable to low and extremely low income
households. (Advocacy)

A-8 Explore overlay tones and other land use mechanisms that
would allow mixed residential development and higher density
as local options for neighborhoods to foster the development
of more low-cost housing. (Policy, advocacy)

A-9 Work with King County ac.' United Way to develop regional
cooperation in programs L prevent homelessness am-1g at-risk
families. This should include, but not be limited to, a
housing information network with a low-income housing bank
for use by social service providers and low-income
households. (Coordination; advocacy)

B. SUPPORT SERVICES

There are many low-in,ome families who are perilously close
to becoming homeless. Preventing homelessness among these
families takes not only affordable housing and jobs, but
access to a variety of support services. The pressures of
poverty may cause or be caused by facturs such as alcoholism,
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drug abuse, domestic violence cultural or langu;.:
differences, physical or mental health problems. The
provision of services must be proactive, with an emphasis on
outreach to both adults and children and youth who are very
TEU:IFIF-me.

POLICY: Strengthen and target services to low-income,
at-risk families to help them maintain and stabilise their
living situation and to more effectively prevent
homelessness.

POLICY: Provide stronger support services far at-risk
children, recognizing their special needs.

POLICY: Develop and expand the Health Department's role in
preventing homelessness in Seattle any King County.

Strategy:

B-1 Increase before and after-school care and summer programs to
serve more low-income, school-age children. Build on
existing programs at YMCA, YWCA and City recreational
centers. Continue to expand day care programs targete.
at-risk children. (Fl.. _ing: program expansio:.)

B-2 Expand City funded communi_y-ased services for at-risk
youth, including family reconLiliation services. Services
should be culturally and linguistically appropriate. Case
managers should be linked to schools. (Funding: expansion)

B-3 Expand and target the City/County Public Health Nursing
program to provide outreaC/intervention to at-risk families
(including families who have been homeless), with particular
attention to mental health and drug /alcohol related problems.
Develop a set of indicators to be monitored by the PHN's.
Use assessments to link clients with City and County
progr,ms, area health care providers, DSHS -- to identify
potentially at-risk families and intervene to prevent
homelessness. (Funding - expansion; policy)

B-4 Increase the use of Health Department clinics by low-income
residents of Seattle and King County (through referrals by
PHN's, marketing in schools, through social service agencies,
etc.). (Coordination; advocacy)

B-5 Ircrease Health Department resources to investigate and
provide treatment/referrals for child abuse among families,
to h2 coordinated with Child Protective Services (1988 budget
request). (Advocacy; coordination)
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B-6 Work with Seattle Public Schools to strengthen ties between
school nurses and public health nurses and clinic programs.
Consider City contributicn to school nurse program to
increase its capacity to serve at-risk children. (Funding;coordination).

B-7 Expand tutoring programs in schools with special attention
to at-risk students. Continue and expand City's tutoring
program with the Seattle Public Schools and expand to other
governmental agencies. (Coordination; Funding - 1988 Budget
request Coordination; Advocacy)

B-8 Assess barriers low-income people have in obtaining adequate
health care services; make recommendations for actions to
help overcome these ba,riers (language, transportation,
location of services, etc.) (Advocacy; coordination)

B-9 Work with SEA to:

1. Develop on-site alcohol/drug and mental health programs
for families in public housing (work with King county
and provide agencies tc develop and operate such
programs). (Advocacy)

2. Monitor and possibly expand to other SEA family housing
the parenting skills program that is being undertaken cn
a demonst tier; basis in the garden communities.
(Advocacy)

3. Explore with local financial institutions provision cf a
financial management/counseling service to SHA
residents. (Advocacy)

4. Increase special programs for children living in SHA
family housing: after school activities, conflict
resolution and other interpersonal skills, and job
programg that nrcvide service to SEA tenants on SEA
property. (Advocacy; Coordination)

C. ENPLOYMENT/INCOV.F.

After housing, lack of employment and income is the most
commonly cited causB of homelessness. Wage earners in many
low-income "at-risk" families are in marginal jobs or can t
find jobs at all. They may have obsolete or inadequate
skills, the latter is a particular problem with female
heads-of-household and teen parents.

Local government must take a firm, proactive role in
increasing job trainii:g and education and job development
within the community.

9
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POLICY: Through strong public-private sector cooperation,

expand employment opportunities within the community for
low-income people, targeting female heads-of-household and
teen parents.

Strategy:

C-1 Lobby the state legislature to increase welfare payments to

very low-income families to compensate for the higher cost of

family housing. Seek exemptions (up to one year) to prevent

loss of benefits when people first become employed. Work

with DSHS and other jurisdictions to accomplish this.

(Advocacy, coordination)

C-2 Work with the State and County and the Fair Budget Action

Campaign to assure that welfare reform (State and federal)

does help people become economically self-sufficient, through

job training and placement and provision of key support
services such as childcare. Consider development of an
alternative strategy if no welfare reform is passed in this

legislative session. (Advocacy)

C-3 By 1988 review City economic development policies and
Rrograms; whenever possible target to assist low-income/

homeless people. Encourage King County and other local
jurisdictions to take similar actions. (Policy;

coordination; advocacy)

C-4 Develop a City program to train and employ low-income
heads-of-household within City government and other public

agencies. Work with unions to target at-risk/low-income
people for apprenticeships and jobs. (Funding-new;

Coordination)

Explore job training and education for people in minimum wage

jobs, especially for female heads-of-household, to increase

their wage-earning power. Work with PIC to target this

population. (Coordination; Funding - pilot program)

C-5 Continue and expand projects such as Project Self Sufficiency

(PSS) and Metrocenter's employment program and for young

single mothers. Both programs provide intensive job and

support services to low-income, at-risk female heads-of-

household. They have been successful in training and placing

these participants in jobs that provide economic
self-sufficiency and contribute to long term stability.

(Funding - expansion)

C-6 Work with Metro to explore transit pass subsidies and/or

::o..ens for eligible low-income/at-risk heads of household,

such as residents of SHA housing and others identified

through City programs. Seek cooperation from employers,

training and educational institutions, and DSHS to contribute

to such discounts fcr low-wage employees and clients.

(Advocacy/coordination)
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C-7 With City and Bounty utilities, develop a program to help
low-income tenants and homeowners pay combined utility bills
(water, garbage/sewer) when such assistance is needed to stay
in their homes. Replicate City Light programs to the extent
possible, that pay bills of those who cannot afford them.
Implement the proposed Water Lifeline Project ir. 1988.

.
Operate through DHR's Energy Assistance Program (Advocacy;
Funding: new program)

C-8 Lobby for a federal minimum wage increase. (Advocacy)

C-9 Support and lobby for Family Support Law Reforms that seek to
stabilize child support payments. Work with advocacy groups
such as Evergreen Legal Services to encourage these reforms.
(Advocacy)

D. INTERGOVERNMENTAL COORDINATION

Homelessness is a complex regional problem that involves
several jurisdictions as well as numerous departments within
jurisdictions. Coordination within and among agencies and
jurisdictions is important to the sucress of this strategy.

POLICY: Establish interdepartmental and intergovernmental
coordination and cooperation to develop and fund &
comprehensive response system for homeless and at-risk
families.

Strategy:

D-1 Coordinate City resources and funds that go to the emergency
shelter/services system and to programs that serve at-risk
families, children and youth. (Coordination)

D-2 Establish Regional Task Force with King County, United Way,
Seattle Housing Authority, the Housing Authority of King
County and other appropriate agencies to coordinate
prevention, emergency and follow-up services to at-risk and
homeless families in Seattle and King County. Include
coordinated, uniform data collection and reporting,
coordination of funding policies, cooperative referral
services and lobbying for state and federal legislation to
help homeless families. (Coordination)



ENCLOSURE #13

PROPOSAL TO MEET THE HOUSING NEEDS OF

LOW-INCOME, NON-ELDERLY, CHILDLESS PERSONS

EXECUTIVE SUHMARY

BACKGROUND

This is a comprehensive plan for addressing the housing needs of

low-income, non-elderly, childless persons. The plan was pre-

pared by staff from four governmental jurisdictions: the City of

Minneapolis, Hennepin County, the City of Saint Paul, and Ramsey

County. It has been approved by both city councils and both

county boards. The plan focuses primarily on increasing the

ply of decent, affordable housing for the target group, but also

envisions provision of related human services where appropriate.

The impetus of the plan is a deep concern over the housing

problems of the non -'elderly, childless, low income person. This

target group has traditionally been ineligible for the federally-

funded housing subsidy programs. These federal resources have

been focused on elderly persons or faalies with children,

illustrated by the table below:

"derly

Families with Children

NomElderly, Childless

TOTAL

f3.8/2

TABLE 1

SUBSIDIZED HOUSING BY HOUSEHOLD TYPE

' Estimated Number of
Lou Income Households
In Minneapolis and
Saint Paul - 1984

30,494

26,228

43,292

100,014

I.

10f_

e in

Number of Federally

as

Subsidized Housing
Units of Att
Types - 1983

12,095

12,363
.0.

-

,

24,458 %:47:4""47.7./e*
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r
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In recent years, there have been important political and economic

changes that have aggravated the housing problems of the target

group. These factors include (1) a fundamental restructuring of

the national economy resulting in a reduction in unskilled jobs,

fewer opportunities for manual labor, and a shift from full-time

to part-time jobs; (2) an increase in the number of non-elderly,

childless persons living in poverty and a reduction of federally

funded benefits; (3) a decrease in the supply of affordable'

housing available to the target group; (4) deinstitutionalization

of mentally-ill persons; and (3) an increase in homelessness.

In order to respond effectively to the serious and increasingly

visible housing problems of the target group, the four affected

governmental jurisdictions have devised this coordinated, compre-

hensive plan. This kind of cooperation is necessary because

neither the cities nor the counties have the proper match of

resources and legal authority to deal independently with the

problem. Therefore, city-county cooperation is the first key

step. However, public cooperation alone is not sufficient. The

cities and counties must also have support and assistance from

the private sector. Thus, this plan envisions a new public- -

private partnership.

Low

WHO WOULD BE SERVED

The target population is very diverse. It includes at least

three general categories: (1) Persons whose problems are pri-
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marily social; economic problems are secondary. These persons

require considerable support and supervision. (2) Persons whose

lives are in transition, usually to a greater degree of .self-

sufficiency, and (3) Persons whose problems are primarily eco-

nomic; social problems are secondary. These people are capable

of living independently. This plan attempts to address the

housing needs of all these subgroups.

Similarly, the housing problems among the target group are

diverse. This plan attempts to respond to a broad spectrum of

these problems. Thus, it is intended to help persons living in

substandard housing, persons paying too high a proportion of

their income for housing, persons who are in danger of losing

their homes, and persons who are literally homeless. The plan is

intended to address underlying causes of housing emergencies by

increasing the supply of housing and by providing human services

to homeless persons in a way that provides opportunities for

long-term solutions.

SPECIFIC PROGRAM PROPOSAL

The program outlined below provides assistance in conjunction

with 880 housing units. It would be implemented in two phases

over a three year period at a total cost of $8,550,000. The

cities and counties have identified sources for $2,682,500 of the

necessary funds, leaving a funding gap of $5,867,500. Of this

total amount, $2,730,000 wculd be needed in phase 1 (1/1/86-

11/30/86) and $3,137,500 would be needed in phase 2 (12/1/86-

f3.8/4 10
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5/30/88). The specific elements of the program are outlined

below and summarized in Tables 2, 3 and 4 on pages 55 through 57.

1. Development of New SRO Units ;Single Room Occupancy)

Each city proposes to begin a program to develop single room

occupancy units (SRO's). Minneapolis proposes to develop at

least 50 units; Saint Paul proposes to develop at least 40.

This housing is intended to serve individuals who are able

to live independently but whose income/financial resources

limit the amount rent that they can afford to $135-$175/

month. Occupants would include minimum wage or part-tire

workers or individuals living on low, fixed incomes, such as

Supplemental Social Security (SSI) or General Assistance

(GA). The development cost of each of these units is esti-

mated to be $30,000/unit; they would consist of 180-220

square feet, a shared bath, and shared kitchen facilities.

In order for the SRO units to be affordable to the target

population, it will be necessary to seek outside funding/

financing for the capital costs associated with the units..

Rents then would be used only to cover the monthly operating

costs.

2. 1.. servation and Rehabilitation of Existing Single Room

Occupancy Facilities

Both Minneapolis/Hennepin County and Saint Paul/Ramsey

County are including a program element aimed at preserving

£3.8/5
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and improving existing SRO buildings currently serving the

target population. This program element would involve

several specific activities. The cities will inventory all

present facilities and identify the building's condition,

ownership situation and likely future. This will establish

a basis for determining a comprehensive preservation

strategy.

The second activity will be to develop a rehabilitation loan

fund earmarked for buildings currently occupied by the

target group. The cost of this portion of the project is

expected to be approximately $10,000 per unit and involve

100 units of housing in each city.

3. Transitional Housing

Transitional housing not only provides shelter for homeless

people but also offers the organized delivery of social

services.

Hennepin County proposes to expand its supply of

transitional housing by 50 units. These would not be built

new. Rather, the County would contract with private agen-

cies which currently operate transitional housing programs

and which lease privately-owned housing units for their

clients.

The Saint Paul/Ramsey County plan envisions the development

of 40 new units to be owned and operated on a long-term
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basis by a non-profit entity either as transitional housing

or as permanent low-cost housing. Staff has recommended

this approach rather than a leasing model because it offers

the longer term benefits of increasing the number of units

in the community and of being convertible to permanent SRO

living units, at a later date.

4. Improved Board and Lod in Facilities Minneapolis /Hennepin`

County)

In Hennepin County, many very low income persons live in

privately owned board and lodging facilities. Many of these

residents have an impaired ability to function indepen-

dently. For those persons who receive public assistance,

the county certifies board and lodging facilities and nego-

tiates a monthly rate (currently $359.00), which is paid

through General Assistance funds. This plan includes a

multi-year capital improVement program for upgrading and

developing board and lodging facilities; these facilities

would contain a total of 500 beds. The program would estab--

lish a loan and grant fund available to owners of existing_

board and lodging facilities and would finance some new

facilities in suburban locations.

CONCLUSION

The cities and counties are requesting that foundations or other

private donors support this plan by providing assistance to fill

vi
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the funding gaps identified in Section IV. A staff committee

would be formed to assure coordinated administration of all

program elements. The committee would include representatives of

the Minneapolis Community Development Agency, the Saint Paul

Department of Planning and Economic Development, each county, and

the Family Housing Fund. The cities would use the Minneapolis/

Saint Paul Family Housing Fund as a vehicle to implement the

capital portion of the overall program. The Fund, a 501(c)3

corporation, would act in a fiduciary capacity to receive and

distribute private philanthropic funds in a manner consistent

with the proposal.

The cities and counties believe this proposal represents a unique

and unprecedented amount of cooperation among public bodies. The

willingness of the private sector to work together and join a new

public-private partnership is now the key ingredient in the

program's success. This involvement would not only assure the

program's implementation, but would also transform a local

initiative into an example of community concern that would serve

as a national model.

Excerpt from City of Minneapolis, City of Saint Paul, Hennepin County
and Ramsey County, "More Than Shelter: Joint Plan to Meet the Housing
Needs of Low Income, Childless, Non-Elderly Persons: A Response to

the Problems of Homelessness," September 1985.
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TABLE 2
A COHPREHENSIVE TWIN CITY PROCRAH TO

MEET THE HOUSING NEEDS OF LOW INCOME PERSONS
WHO ARE NON-ELDERLY AND CHILDLESS

Program Population Served
of

Units

MINNEAPOLIS

Program
Costs

1. Single Room Occupancy (SRO) Capable of Independent 50 $1,500,000
Development (New Construction
or Rehabilitation of Vacant

Living

Buildings)

2. Preservation and Capable of Independent 100 $1,000,000
Rehabilitation of Existing Living
SRO units

3. Expansion of Existing Require Extensive 50 S 450,000
Transitional Housing Support Services
Programs

4. Create or Upgrade Board and Require Some 500 Beds $1,750,000
Lodging Facilities Supervision and

Support Services

TOTAL 200 Units $4,700,000
500 Beds

Likely Source of Funds Comments

Other sources: $1,500,000 Wot.id :evolve long-term loans that
have no monthly payments and balloon
far into the future. Ownership by
non-profit entity.

Other sources: $ 600,000 This program would involve blending
City: S 400,000 city and private donor loans to

achieve an attractive, affordable
blended rate; would be available for
rehabilitation loan to existing
owners or purchase/rehabilitation by
non-profit sponsor

Other sources: $ 330,000 These funds would allow county to
County: S 120,000 contract with private lenders to lease

and operate 50 vdditional transitional
housing units fcr 3 years.

Private: $ 874,000 This would involve rehabilitation
Other sources: S 437,500 assistance to upgrade existing facil-
County: $ 296,875 !ties - incentive is a guaranteed,
City: S 140,625 long-term payment from County. City,

county and donor funds would be
blended with private loans.

Other sources: $2,867,500
County: S 416,875
City: S 540,625
Private: $ 875,000
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TABLE 3
A COMPREHENSIVE TWIN CITY PROGRAM TO

MEET THE HOUSING NEEDS OF LOW INCOME PERSONS
WHO ARE NON-ELDERLY AND CHILDLESS

Program Population Served
0 of
Units

SAINT PAUL

Program
Costs

1. Single Room Occupancy (SRO) Capable of Independent 40 $1,200,000
Development (New Construction Living
or Rehabilitation of Vacant
Buildings)

2. Rehabilitation of Existing Capable of, Independent 100 $1,000,000
SRO's Living

3. Construction of New Require Extensive 40 $1,650,000
Transitional Housing Faun- Support Services
ities, Provision of Related
Social Services

TOTAL 180 Units $3,850,000

- 5 6 -

Likely Source of Funds Comments

Other sources: $1,200,000 Would involve long-term loans that
have no monthly payments and balloon

far into the future. Ownership by
non - profit entity.

Other sources: S 600,00C This program would involve blending
City: $ 400,000 city and private donor loans to

achieve an attractive, affordable
blended rate; would be available for
rehabilitation loan to existing owners
or purchase/rehabilitation by
non-profit sponsor.

Other sources: $1,200,000 This could be one building or 2-3
State: $ 450,000 small facilities; people would be

helped to achieve independent status
through job counseling and other
services. Non-profit owner and
operator, probably located downtown or
near downtown. Could be converted to
long-term SRO.

Other sources: $3,000,000
City: $ 400,000
State: $ 450,000
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TABLE 4

PHASING PLAN PRIORITIES &
TIMETABLE FOR IMPLEMENTATION

Phase 1
January 1, 1986 - November 30, 1986

Prooram
Minimum 0
of Units

Program
Cost Likely Source of Funds

I. Single Room Occupancy (SRO)
DevelOpment $1,500,000 Other Sources: $1,500,000

Minneapolis 25

Saint Paul 25
Total SZT

2. Preseryation and Rehabilitation
,of Existing SRO Units $ 500,000 Other Sources: S 300,000

City: $ 200,000
Minneapolis 50

3. Transitional Housing $1,275,000 Other Sources: S 930,000
Hennepin County: S 120,000

Minneapolis/Hennepin County State: S 225,000
(leased existing) 50
Saint Peul/Ramsey County
(new development) 20
Total 7U

PHASE 1 TOTAL 170 Units $3,275,000 Other Sources: $2,730,000
City: $ 200,000
County: S 120,000
State: S 225,000

Phase 2
December 1, 1986 - May 30, 1988

Prooram
Minimum
of Units

Program
Cost Likely Source of Funds

1. Single Room Occupancy (SRO)
Development $1,200,000 Other Sources: $1,200,000

Minneapolis 25
Saint Paul 15
Total 411

2. Preservation and Rehabilitation
of Existing SRO Units $1,500,000 Other Sources: $ 900,000

City: $ 600,000
Minneapolis 50
Saint Paul 100
Total 1315

3. Transitional Housing $ 825,000 Other Sources: $ 600.000
State: $ 22.,,000

Saint Paul/Ramsey County 20

4. Create or Upgrade Board & Lodging $1,750,000 Other Sources: S 437,500
City: $ 140,625

Minneapolis/Hennepin County 500 beds County: $ 296,875
Private: S 875,000

PHASE 2 TOTAL 210 units $5,275,000 Other Sources: $3,137,500
500 beds City: $ 740,625

County: S 296,875
State: $ 225,000
Private: $ 875,000

GRAND TOTAL 380 units 58,550,000 CJIer Sources: 55,867,500
500 beds City: $ 940,625

County: $ 416,875

iJ State: S 450,000
Private: $ 875,000
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ENCLOSURE 014

A COMPREHENSIVE SERVICE SYSTEM FOR HOMELESS FAMILIES

Introduction

A number of public and private services currently exist for
homeless Families in the District of Columbia. The majority
of th,tse services have been designed to provide emergency
shelter and food to families while they are homeless. Much
less emphasis has been placed on preventing homelessness and
on providing the transitional services, including housing,
ongoing counseling, case management and support services that
many of these families need to resolve the complex issues
that often contribute to or accompany homelessness and which
are necessary to stabilize families in permanent housing

While some homeless families are only in need of emergency
housing, a large and growing number experience numercus
problems including depression, chronic financial
mismanagement, child abuse and neglect, and alcohol and drug
abuse that limit their ability to function independently. In

addition, many of these families have limited education and
skills which reduce their chance of securing employment that
will provide them with enough income to become
self-sufficient. The effects of homelessness on children is
also of paramount concern.

It is clear that changes are needed in the current service
delivery system for homeless families. What follows is a
proposed model service system for those families. While it
is clear that it will not be possible to develop this system
in its entirety in the near future, it is feasible to lay out
a plan and begin a transition process that will allow ror the
gradual development of a system that will be more respoasiie
to the needs of some of our most vulnerable families.

Prevention

Current prevention efforts have been focused on famil.Lts who
are facing a formal eviction. The Office of Emergency
Shelter and Support Services (OESSS) currently monitors the
eviction list daily. Staff are also located at Landlord and
Tenant Court and the Department of Housing and Community
Development to negotiate agreements to prevent evictions and
to process applications for Emergency Assistance (EAS).

However, a great majority of the families currently
requesting emergency housing are young (18-24 years old)
single mothers who cite overcrowding or family dispute as the
reason for homelessness. Overcrowding is a national problem
which seems to be occurring because of the st stantial
ine ease in the cost of housing. Moreover, a number of
property owners refuse to rent to poor tenants because of
poor rental histories and because they believe that poor
persons lack the ability or desire to care for their homes.
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To address these issues, number of prevention and outreach
efforts are needed. ThesE include:

1) Outreach programs in targeted communities yhicn pan
identify or provide services before the onset of crisis
to families who may be at-risk of becoming homeless.

2) Community educatior on the options and services that
are available as an a/ternative to shelter (i.e. EAS,
counseling, private self-help, Traveler's Aid, etc.).

3) Discussions with the attorneys in Landlord and
Tenant Court to ensure that the agreements reached
through this mechanism are realistic for families.

4) Increased knowledge and use of the Rental Vendor
Payment program for AFDC families before they become
homeless.

Intake and Assessment

Based on available evidence, families who find themselves in
oneed of emergency shelter are often in a severe crisis

situation. They usually have very few, if any, financial
resources; they have often been tramautically separated from
their support networks including relatives, friends,
neighborhood and schools; and they often show signs of
depression or anxiety.

Currently, the initial (and often ongoing) response to this
crisis is to provide emergency shelter and food to all those
families who are homeless. Since the number of families in
need of emergency shelter has increased so dramatically, few
resources have been available to assist them in resolving the
crises that precipitated their homelessness or to eliminate
the factors which predisposed them to homelessness. The end
result is that families stay in "crisis" and remain homeless
for extended periods. In many instances, this seems to
increase the level of family dysfunction which leads to
further dependency.

Ideally, an intake process for homeless families should be a
two-stage process. The first stage of that process (It.,-ake)
would include a brief initial intake assessment to determine
the need for and to authorize the provision of emergency food
and shelter. Emergency services should then be provided
immediately in a facility which offers room and board.

Thrsecond stage of that process (Assessment and Long-term
Planning) would be completed within a two to four week
period. During this time a comprehensive family needs
assessment would be completed. This assessment would consist
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of two components: a compr-zhensiie pzychosocial assessment
and a comprehensive medical assessment. This comprehensive
assessment would be completed to gather extensive information
on each family's level of functioning and the need for
services in the areas of health, mental health, housing,
employment, education, child care, parenting, and .come and
financial management. This assessment would be used to
facilitate the transition of families into appropriate
transitional or permanent housing.

The ultimate goals of this type of process would be: 1) To
reduce the time families stay in emergency shelter
facilities, thereby reducing the time they spend in an
unstructured, temporary, crisis-oriented situation; 2) To
develop a comprehensive plan for families to achieve
self-sufficiency; 3) To reduce the rate of recidivism in
emergency shelter facilities; and 4) To eliminate the factors
contributing to family dysfunction.

Transitional Housing

The development of additional transitional housing programs
(apartment units in scattered sites) for homeless families
would reduce the cost of providing shelter to homeless
families, create an ongoing mechanism for the provision of
support services, and encourage families to assume increasing
responsibility for managing and using their own personal and
financial resources. The supportive services to be provided
would depend on the needs of each individual family but could
include: case management, day care, housing counseling,
mental health services, drug and alcohol counseling and
employment and training services.

Since no one shelter program or transitional housing program
will meet the needs of all homeless families, several
different program models will need to be established to
ensure that the needs of all homeless families are met. Most
homeless families will fall into one of three broad
categories: 1) Chronically dependent (20%); 2) Potentially
Independent (75%) and 3) Independent (5%).

Families who are chronically dependent have repeatedly
demonstrated an inability to maintain independent permanent
housing. While they are generally without adequate income,
they have other internal problems which contribute to their
chronic housing problems. Without some major change, many of
these families will need continued assistance and will not
respond to efforts to sustain themselves in permanent
housing. Therefore, these familieb will need to be housed in
transitional programs with supportive services for extended
pertcds of time. They will also need to be monitored closely
for possible child abuse and neglect. These families would
be expected to contribute to rental costs through programs
such as the rental vendor payment program.

11,1,
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Families who are potentially independent appear to have the
potential to find and maintain permanent housing. Further,
they have the desire and potential to find jobs and remove
theMselves from public assistance. Most of these families
will be able to move from dependence to t:Ilf-:eliance with
enough time and appropriate support services. The length of
stay in transitional housing and the level of support needed
by these families will vary, however, it is expected that
most families will need tc live in a supported environment
for 90 to 120 days. These familes would be required to
contribute a monthly amount (rent service fee) which would be
held and returned in the form of a grant for permanent
housing expenses.

Families who are independent need only temporary emergency
assistance because of a major catastrophe or unavoidable
transition such as a fire, condo conversion, illness,
bankruptcy, etc. They generally have no social service
history and need very little assistance to help them become
stable again. These families need to be provided with a
stable transitional housing arrangement for about 90 days
while they locate permanent housing. However, they need very
little supervision and very few supportive services. These
families would be expected to contribute a monthly rental fee
which would be returned in the form of a grant for permanent
housing expense.

Permanent Housing

Securing permanent housing should be the ultimate goal fo:
all homeless families. There are two approaches to permanent
housing -home ownership and rental. Criteria should be
established; assessments made and counseling made available
to help families determine which track to permanent housing
is feasible, given their needs and resources.

To make permanent housing a realistic goal for all homeless
families, programs for home ownership need to be expanded and
the availablity of affordable rental units must be increased.
Specific options for home ownership that need to be expanded
and used more extensively include: (For a more detailed
description of these programs, see Attachment on permanent
housing.)

1) Co-op Programs (Low yield and market rate);
2) Shared Equity Partner Programs (Private);
3) H-PAP and V-PAP (Home Purchase Assistance Programs

administered by DHCD);
4) Congregate Living Program (Public - DHCD); and
5) Limited Equity Housing Cooperatives.

To increase the availability of affordable rental units,
there is a need to maintain a steady supply of low to
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PERMANENT MUSING

1. Families are more likely to stabilize in transitional houiing.

A 2. It is easier for families to locate permanent housing or to
qualify for home ownership from transitional housing than
from a shelter A

CHRONICALLY
DEPENDENT 20%

TRANSITIONAL HOUSING

Apartments - Scattered Sites

POTENTIALLY INDEPENDENT INDEPENDENT
75% 5%

10*

I. Length of stay according to need

2. Extensive support services: jobs
training, life skills, day care,
counseling, etc..

3. Families contribute to a Fund
which is returned as assistance
for permanent housing

INTAKE FACILITY - ASSESSMENTS

MOTEL/HOTEL - 2-3 Weeks

Excerpt from CONSERVE, "Comprehensive Service System for Homeless
Families," 1986.


